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NOMENCLATURE

\( I_i \) – mass moment of inertia, kg-m²
\( k_{ti} \) – torsional stiffness, N-m/rad
\( k \) – bearing stiffness, N/m
\( c_{ti} \) – torsional damping, N-s/rad
\( c \) – bearing damping, N-s/m
\( \ddot{\theta}_i \) – rotational acceleration, rad/s²
\( \dot{\theta}_i \) – rotational velocity, rad/s
\( \theta_i \) – rotational displacement, rad
\( \alpha \) – torque factor
\( T_i \) – applied torque, N-m
\( W_j \) – dynamic mesh force, N
\( DTE_1 \) – dynamic transmission error, rad
\( \beta \) – relative orientation of shaft, rad
\( \phi \) – pressure angle, rad

\( m_n \) – lumped mass, kg
\( k_{bi} \) – shaft bending stiffness, N/m
\( k_{mj} \) – mesh stiffness, N/m
\( c_{bi} \) – shaft bending damping, N-s/m
\( c_{mj} \) – mesh damping, N/m
\( \ddot{x}_n, \dot{y}_n \) – translational acceleration, m/s²
\( \dot{x}_n, \dot{y}_n \) – translational velocity, m/s
\( x_n, y_n \) – translational displacement, m
Introduction

Background

Gears, commonly used to transmit torque, are critical moving components in many power systems including wind turbines, aircraft, automobiles, and ships. Gear-induced vibration has been widely studied and remains an important, fundamental topic in engineering. Tooth-meshing induces vibration with primary and harmonic tones spanning a very wide frequency range. Vibration signals from gearboxes are frequently used as information carriers for condition monitoring. Diagnosis and prognosis of gear faults remain topics of great importance and considerable research.

The variety of gearbox monitoring and diagnosis approaches can be loosely categorized into data-based, model-based, or a hybrid of these two. In data-based approaches, signal processing techniques are employed to seek faults by analyzing measured operational data to identify distinguishable features which indicate faults. These fault features are based on patterns learned from empirical experience. Fault detection based on signal processing alone can be characterized as a “black box” approach, as the specific physics of the system are not explicitly considered, only matching of processed data with known fault patterns. Conversely, model-based approaches to condition monitoring, often referred to as “white-box” approaches, can in theory provide baseline data by subjecting the model to the same operating condition of the actual system. Fault detection is facilitated by comparing the model prediction with the measurement data acquired by the monitoring system. A Dynamic Gear Model (DGM) is a lumped parameter model based on first principles intended to capture the underlying physics of the interaction between gear teeth, bearings and shafts and simulate the vibration response of the physical unit. Hybrid techniques attempt to merge data-based and model-based approaches to add physical meaning to the statistical and numerical

Condition monitoring of rotating machinery has historically been performed on machines operating at constant speeds by processing vibration data in the frequency domain, but frequency-domain techniques are not well suited for analyzing non-stationary signals such as machinery with changing speeds like wind turbines and ship propulsion plants. This complication can be overcome by remaining in the time-domain
or by applying time-frequency techniques. Time-frequency domain analysis reveals the waveform energy
distribution across both time and frequency, and can be used to identify transient events as well as fault
patterns. Within the variety of time-frequency techniques, wavelet analysis has become increasingly
important in signal processing, and specifically the Harmonic Wavelet Transform (HWT) has shown
promise in identifying faults in non-stationary gear vibration signals.

The goal of this research is to explore the extent to which combining HWT and DGM can be used to
characterize faults so they may be identified and their severity evaluated. The eventual goal is to run the
DGM in real-time with the machine, matching speed and load, while changing faults (types, severity,
location within system) to identify them (diagnosis) and project total failure (prognosis).

Motivation

When gears malfunction, repairing or replacing the machinery is expensive; unfortunately periodic
preventive maintenance is also costly. Therefore much attention has been focused on gearbox Condition
Monitoring (CM) with the goal of developing a diagnosis and prognosis method with sufficient reliability
to delay maintenance until it is truly needed. Numerous and diverse CM methods have been proposed,
developed and tested towards creating a reliable predictive technique for gearboxes (Heng et al, 2009).
The majority of CM methods rely on measuring and interpreting gear vibration signals. An effective
gearbox CM based on vibration must process measured data and be capable of identifying the existence of
a fault, classifying that fault and estimating the extent of the fault.

Many data-based CM approaches rely on some form of pattern recognition to detect and classify
faults (Kan et al, 2015). Two major issues of this type of approach are the large quantity of data required
to initialize the libraries and the difficulty to extrapolate the data from them. Gearbox vibration signals
contain a complex mixture of harmonic and sub-harmonic components of mechanically induced motion
from gear meshing, bearing rolling and driver and load motion and random noise. Much of the important
information needed for condition monitoring is hidden by the undesired components within the signal;
unfortunately decomposing a measured signal by filtering often leads to removal of desired content.
Other drawbacks of data-based CM approaches include the lack of physical interpretation and specificity to a particular piece of machinery, requiring machinery experience for each kind of fault in order to distinguish the specific fault.

A gearbox vibration signal can theoretically be mimicked by a DGM and a gear fault simulated to populate a signal processing fault library. Unfortunately, a well-known weakness of most modeling efforts is the difficulty in achieving precise, or even acceptable, correlation to measured data, since DGMs only simulate the deterministic dynamic behavior. Existing DGM literature shows a relatively limited amount of experimental correlation for model validation. Many DGM studies rely upon the experimental data obtained by a few benchmark single-stage testbeds dating back as far as the early 1960’s (Munro, 1962). Experimental test data from multi-stage gear testbeds is even more rare in the literature search, as are multi-stage DGMs; furthermore no validated models are found (Velex, 2012).

The motivation behind this research is to address the shortcomings of the data-based CM approaches by developing a lumped parameter DGM, experimentally validating it, and processing both experimental data and DGM results which will demonstrate that a hybrid CM approach is feasible – even for non-stationary gearboxes.

**Objectives and Scope**

The objective of this research is to develop a CM approach merging signal processing and first-principles modeling of a benchmark two-stage gearbox testbed with non-stationary operation. The research develops a DGM with sufficient degrees-of-freedom (DOFs) to capture the physical behavior of the testbed at locations and in directions corresponding to the instrumentation. DGM parametric investigations and testbed experimental investigations are performed in parallel to refine and validate the model. Fault models are developed and used to mimic seeded faults in the testbed and detailed comparisons are performed using HWT, as well as traditional spectral analysis, to work towards identifying faults. Fault types and fault severities are investigated in the testbed and mimicked in the DGM to assist in identifying, classifying and assessing individual gear tooth faults. A changing shaft
speed-time profile is used with the equipment and mimicked with the DGM to address the difficulty of monitoring non-stationary machinery. To facilitate effective data processing, HWT is employed to analyze the features of the vibration responses for both test equipment and DGM, bridging the gap between data-based and model-based CM approaches. Different HWT resolutions are used to characterize faults with both frequency features and time features. HWT differentials of healthy/faulty DGMs operating at the exact same speed-profile are used to isolate the distribution of energy due to fault types and severities without the influence of random noise and speed variation inherent in measured data.

Outline

This research is organized in the following way: Chapter 1 presents an extensive literature review is presented to discuss the relevant research that informed this effort, Chapter 2 presents the experimental setup and investigations for parameters and fault models are documented, Chapter 3 describes the thorough DGM development which covers both single-stage and two-stage models with increasing complexity is provided, and Chapter 4 provides a detailed analysis of the data and model results using the HWT is performed. This dissertation concludes with the vision for future work to build upon this research in Chapter 5 and a summary of what was achieved in Chapter 6.
Chapter 1 – Literature Review

Introduction

Early identification of faults in a power transmission system, especially gear train, is essential to avoid catastrophic failures of the entire system. Additionally, sufficiently reliable health monitoring holds the potential to reduce scheduled preventive maintenance in favor of as-needed maintenance (Jardine et al, 2006). There exist numerous studies which focus on developing condition monitoring techniques that hold promise for identifying gear faults (Heng et al, 2009). Much of the relevant work can be broadly categorized into two groups: gear modeling and signal processing. This literature review is organized accordingly, emphasizing material relevant to the present research as well as works considered historically important to assist unfamiliar researchers to approach the topics.

1.1 Dynamic Gear Modeling

Dynamic Gear Models (DGM) are built from first principles to mimic the behavior of physical gearboxes. A search of scientific literature on gear modeling leads to a significant number of papers dating back several decades and continuing to the present. The following literature review attempts to provide background into the progression of DGM development, highlight the seminal works, and convey the direction of current and future research in gearbox modeling.

1.1.1 Dynamic Gear Modeling Literature Reviews

Literature reviews describing the state-of-the-art of dynamic gear modeling often chronicle the history and uses of gear models up to the time of publication, as well as attempt to classify the variety of types of models. A comprehensive review of the mathematical models used in gear dynamics as of 1988 was presented by Özgüven and Houser of The Ohio State University (OSU). In that paper Özgüven and Houser estimate that the first gear models began in the 1950’s, and they list the objectives/purposes/goals of dynamic modeling as the study of noise control, stability analysis, stresses, pitting and scoring, transmission efficiency, loads on bearings, reliability, life, natural frequencies, whirling of rotors and
vibratory motion of the system. Özgüven and Houser classify dynamic gear models by simple dynamic factor models, models with tooth compliance, models for gear dynamics, models for geared rotor dynamics and models for torsional vibration while summarizing the evolution of dynamic gear models with respect to complexity, represented features, degrees-of-freedom and diversity of objectives. This article has been cited over 500 times and is the jumping off point for many dynamic gear model studies (Özgüven and Houser, 1988).

Wang, Li and Peng created a survey of the progress in DGMs as of 2003 emphasizing non-linear behavior in models. They classified the types of models as a) single-degree-of-freedom models, b) multiple degree-of-freedom models of a single gear pair, c) multi-degree-of-freedom models with multi gear pairs without shafts and bearings, and d) multi-degree-of-freedom models that include shafts, bearings, house, etc., noting that the first three were a simplification of the fourth. Wang et al also classified the two ways DGMs were computationally solved as numerically and analytically, breaking these down into subcategories where numerical computation includes digital and analog simulation time-domain numerical integration methods while analytical methods include piecewise-linear techniques, harmonic balance method, modal analysis method, perturbation method and shooting method (Wang et al, 2003). Another literature review updating the Özgüven and Houser review is (Parey and Tandon, 2003) which documented inclusion of friction into models and modeling of wear and spall gear faults.

Hiroaki and Nader (2012) summarize the relevant concepts, features, techniques, and limitations of dynamic gear models as well as many fault models. This article is a primer on gearbox simulation and includes the key elements of transmission error, gear geometry error, effect of load, gear dynamics, modeling rolling elements, gearbox casing modeling, model solution techniques, gear crack fault models, gear spall fault models, and rolling element spall fault models. Amongst the conclusions is the need for improving the correlation between simulated and measured signal and the promise that simulated signals can aid in the machine learning process for fault diagnosis algorithms (Hiroaki and Nader, 2012).

An article by Velex in 2012 presents an overview of the modeling of spur and helical gear dynamic behavior including three-dimensional lumped parameter models, parametric excitation, dynamic behavior,
transmission errors, practical considerations and the move towards continuous models. This paper concludes that while there are many dynamic gear models, there is limited experimental data available and “there is an urgent need for validated models…especially for complex multi-mesh systems.” (Velex, 2012)

There are multiple ways to categorize DGMs including by the features included or excluded within the model, as done by Ö zgüven and Houser. Other means of categorizing dynamic gear models are by the purpose of the model, by number of degrees-of-freedom (DOFs) or gear system type, such as single-stage, multi-stage, planetary, etc., as well as spur versus helical type. This literature review mostly focuses on spur gear single- and two-stage gear systems. Since many of the DGM categorization strategies overlap, the organization of the DGM literature review section is somewhat loose. The following subsections describe DGM purposes, papers featuring DGM experimental validation, multi-shaft DGMs, DGM parameter papers (especially mesh stiffness and bearing stiffness), and DGMs with fault models. Throughout the DGM literature review, the number of DOFs is noted as an indication of the model complexity and summarized at the end of the section. Where appropriate, the papers are described chronologically or grouped by associated authors.

1.1.2 Dynamic Gear Model Complexity and Purposes

The complexity DGMs and the purposes for creating them are often linked since the physical motion desired must be included as a DOF. Below is a list of the various lumped parameter single-stage DGM DOFs discussed throughout this literature review, followed by Table 1 which summarizes the papers using these DGMs. This table allows for a comparison of degrees-of-freedom used, which is also an indication of model complexity and features represented. One might conclude from this list and table that while a wide variety of choices for model complexity have been made, simple models are still deemed useful by researchers.

- 1-DOF: Transmission Error
- 2-DOF: Rotational DOF for each gear
- 3-DOF: Transmission Error + 1x1-DOF bearing per shaft
The number of degrees-of-freedom (DOFs) representing a two-stage gear set in a DGM can range from a minimum of two (in which the angular displacement difference – transmission error – of each shaft are the variables) to very large finite element models incorporating every physical parameter. The DOF quantity must be sufficiently complex to capture desirable features while being small enough for practical solution speeds. A partial list of two-stage DGM potential DOFs is the following:

- **2-DOF**: Transmission Error for each gear pair
- **3-DOF**: Rotational DOF for each shaft
- **6-DOF**: Rotational DOF for drive, gears and load, including shaft torsional stiffness
- **9-DOF**: 6-DOF + 1x1-DOF bearing per shaft
- **9-DOF**: 3-DOF + 1x2-DOF (x & y) bearings per shaft
- **12-DOF**: 6-DOF + 2x1-DOF bearing per shaft
- **26-DOF**: 6-DOF + 2x2-DOF (x & y) bearings per shaft, including shaft bending stiffness
- **34-DOF**: 16-DOF + multi-DOF bearings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paper</th>
<th>DOFs</th>
<th>Paper</th>
<th>DOFs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Özgüven and Houser, 1988)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>(Choy et al, 1993)</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Comparin and Singh, 1989)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>(Bartelmus, 2001)</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Kahraman and Singh, 1990)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>(Parey et al, 2006)</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Amabili and Fregolent, 1998)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>(He, 2008)</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Bonori and Pellicano, 2007)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>(Wu et al, 2008)</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Ding and Kahraman, 2007)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>(Zhou and Zuo, 2012)</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Tamminana et al, 2007)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>(del Rincon et al, 2013)</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Velex and Ajmi, 2007)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>(Inalpolat et al, 2015)</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Dion et al, 2009)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>(Omar et al, 2011)</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Faggioni et al, 2011)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>(Wan et al, 2014)</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Guilbault et al, 2012)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>(Ma et al, 2015)</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Kahraman and Singh, 1991)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>(Velex and Maatar, 1996)</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Maliha et al, 2004)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>(Zhou and Zuo, 2012)</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Lin et al, 1994)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>(Sawalhi and Randall, 2008)</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Özgüven, 1991)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This list is not inclusive, of course, since there are numerous other features that may be included and represented by DOFs and FEA models of the gear housing may be paired with multibody kinematic
models of the gears to create limitless model sizes. Table 2 summarizes the DOFs used in two-stage DGM in this literature review. A comparison to single-stage DGMs in Table 1 shows substantially fewer examples and more variety of model sizes.

Table 2. Summary of two-stage DGM literature model DOFs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paper</th>
<th>DOFs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Al-shyyab and Kahraman, 2005)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Yang, 2013)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Al-shyyab and Kahraman, 2007)</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Liu and Parker, 2008) (Note: idler gear DGM)</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Walha, 2012)</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Jia et al, 2003)</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While modeling efforts share the goal of replicating the complex physics of power transmission through gear interaction, dynamic gear models have been created and studied for other purposes besides condition monitoring. These non-condition monitoring purposes include:

- Simulating the dynamic load factors for stress calculation
- Investigating the dynamic force response “jump phenomenon” at resonant frequencies
- Determining the influence of key system parameters

The dynamic load factor adjusts gear stress formulae to account for the effects of a dynamically applied loads rather than static loads (Shigley et al, 2014). Dynamic load factors have historically been entirely empirical estimates. DGMs have been useful in updating and refining the dynamic load factors, establishing a closer link to first principles. Tamminana et al used a single-degree-of-freedom model solved with Rung-Kutta numerical integration in 2007 to compare the relationship between dynamic factors and transmission error (Tamminana et al, 2007). Velex and Ajmi use a single-degree-of-freedom helical gear model to establish a set of generalized formulae for finding the dynamic factor for helical gears (Velex and Ajmi, 2007).

Among the most common uses of DGM for research is studying the “jump phenomenon” of gearboxes that occurs during acceleration or deceleration when passing through resonant frequencies. This behavior, often also referred to as “dynamic instability”, is typical of a non-linear system in that it
might have two or more possible solutions for a given input parameter. In the case of gearboxes, the input parameter is speed and the measured solution is the root-mean-square of the dynamic transmission error. The region of overlap of speeds, where the solution might be one of two values, is most often dependent on whether the speed was approached by accelerating or decelerating to it; this state is described as “chaotic.” A significant amount of work performed at OSU dealt with or used this jump phenomenon and many papers demonstrated its dependence on the backlash clearance-type non-linearity.

In 1988, the same year as their comprehensive literature review, Özgüven and Houser performed a dynamic analysis of a high speed gearset using a single-degree-of-freedom model that was condensed from two rotational degrees-of-freedom into the transmission error between gears as the motion variable. This model was solved with a FORTRAN Runge-Kutta-Verner method and the resulting dynamic factor versus rotation speed compared to results of Kubo’s 1972 experiments which show trending agreement for peaks in and around the resonant speeds. This model demonstrated the loss of contact and back-side collision due to backlash causes the jumps (Özgüven and Houser, 1988).

A 1989 paper by Comparin and Singh, also of OSU, also used the single-degree-of-freedom model but solved with the harmonic balance method with comparisons to analog and digital solutions. The model was used to study the non-linear frequency response of “an impact pair” as a general issue of clearance non-linearity, drawing comparisons to the cubic non-linearity of Duffing’s equation. The comparison serves to explain the non-linear nature of the behavior (Comparin and Singh, 1989).

A 1990 article by Kahraman and Singh of OSU describes the non-linear dynamics of a spur gear pair again using a single-degree-of-freedom model solved with the harmonic balance method. This paper also studied the non-linear “jump” phenomenon and compared the dynamic transmission error versus operating speed from experiments by (Munro, 1962). In 1991, the authors extended their study to two and three-degree-of-freedom models and performed a variety of parametric studies with and without backlash and linear or non-linear bearings. They also identified conditions for chaotic and subharmonic resonances and non-linear modal interactions. This study also uses Munro’s 1962 experimental data for validation (Kahraman and Singh, 1990).
A 1991 paper by Özgüven describes a six degree-of-freedom model which includes a rotational degree-of-freedom for the drive, pinion, gear and load and translational DOFs at the pinion and at the gear to represent the bearings. This model includes torsional stiffness for each shaft. The six second-order differential equations-of-motion are re-written into twelve first-order equations and solved with a fifth order Runge-Kutta adaptive step size algorithm. Parameters for the model match Kubo’s 1978 test rig as closely as possible, using estimations where information was unavailable. The model was not compared to Kubo’s experimental results but instead used for a parametric study to investigate the effect of varying bearing stiffness and shaft stiffness on the dynamic factor versus pinion speed (Özgüven, 1991). Özgüven’s paper is noteworthy because it has been cited by numerous subsequent modeling papers as the basis for their model. A relevant example is (Parey et al, 2006) followed by a book (Parey and Tandon, 2010), which form the basis of the single-stage model used in this research.

Involute gears are rarely, if ever, perfectly machined to the ideal involute profile shape, consistent pitch or geometry. These manufacturing errors produce gear noise and vibration. Furthermore, purposeful changes are made to the gear profile to correct for interference, allow for small amounts of misalignment and to more evenly distribute teeth loads by undercutting, profile modifications, crowning and tip relief, respectively. DGMs have been used to study the effect of these changes with a variety of modeling techniques (Lin et al, 1994; Velex and Maatar, 1996; Amabili and Fregolent, 1998; Bartelmus, 2001; Bonori and Pellicano, 2007; Liu and Parker, 2008; Inalpolat et al, 2015).

Dynamic gear models have been used for condition monitoring in the following ways:

- Assisting in the decomposition of gear vibration signals
- Trying out new diagnostic and prognostic detection algorithms in lieu of experiments
- Understanding the nature of gear faults

Since gearbox vibration signals are made up of many different frequencies and random noise, measured signals are often filtered to remove the unwanted frequencies, but choosing the right filter requires one to know what one is looking for prior to filtering. DGMs can assist to guide an engineer to filter out all but the frequency content relevant to diagnosing the machinery condition (Parey et al, 2006).
Endo et al (2009) used signal processing to filter a vibration signal into parts: inherent gear vibration, noise, and fault impulses. They used FEA models to characterize expected changes in mesh stiffness due to specific gear tooth faults, dubbed these changes “residual transmission error”, and compared the second derivative to the filtered fault impulse portion of the processed signal. The approach of (Endo et al, 2009) could very well be considered hybrid, especially since their filter was autoregressive.

DGMs are useful for trying out new diagnostic and prognostic detection algorithms because a faulty signal can be simulated rather than waiting for a fault to naturally occur or fake a fault (“seed”) in the experimental equipment. DGMs often incorporate gear fault models to investigate the nature of the fault vibratory signature to assist in its detection. The fault modeling literature review is described in detail in a later subsection.

1.1.3. Single-Stage Dynamic Gear Models and Experimental Comparisons

When developing any DGM, the primary concern is validating that the physics are accurately represented. A detailed review of the relevant DGM literature, which includes hundreds of research papers, shows a relatively limited amount of experimental data has been relied upon for model validation. Much of the experimental verification of dynamic gear models was based on the data available from (Munro, 1962) and (Kubo, 1978) until OSU in cooperation with General Motors published a series of experimental investigations in 1996 (Blankenship and Kahraman, 1996; Kahraman and Blankenship, 1996; Kahraman and Blankenship, 1997; Kahraman and Blankenship, 1997). These papers not only characterized the forced response of a gear pair but also sought to determine the influence and effect of contact ratio and tip relief on that response. Again, the jump phenomenon was a featured aspect of these investigations as most results demonstrated these in graphs of root-mean-square dynamic transmission error (DTE) magnitude versus machine operating speed (often nondimensionalized by dividing by the principle resonant frequency). The conference papers originally presenting these experimental results were later updated and published in journal articles. The conclusions drawn from these experiments were: 1.) forced response is highly dependent on torque, 2.) for any given tip relief there is a torque that
will yield minimum DTE, and 3.) spur gear pairs with integer contact ratios produce the minimum DTE. Accompanying these studies were single-degree-of-freedom models the authors found “adequate” to describe the effects the parameters had on DTE, although actual diagrams showing model results were not available and/or omitted from copies of the paper.

The data from OSU’s 1996 papers has been used repeatedly in subsequent articles from that institution as well as by numerous other authors to validate their models. Maliha et al used OSU data as well as Kubo’s data to validate their three-degree-of-freedom model which used finite elements and describing functions (Maliha et al, 2004). Faggioni et al used OSU’s data to validate their model used to optimize gear teeth profile modification (Faggioni et al, 2011). Guilbault et al used the OSU data to validate their two-degree-of-freedom model used to investigate methods for calculating nonlinear damping (Guilbault et al, 2012).

Noting that the 1996 OSU has been used often is not to imply that institution has not produced any more data. In 2013 a paper by Hotait and Kahraman, the latter of OSU, presents more recent data to further study the relationship between DTE and dynamic stress factor in spur gears (Hotait and Kahraman, 2013). Numerous other OSU gearbox experiments have been conducted and published, including dissertations by (Liu, 2007) and (He, 2008). In 2004 Kubur et al, performed a dynamic analysis on a multi-shaft helical gear transmission, but used a twelve-degree-of-freedom single shaft model for experimental validation, while the multi-shaft model was used to compare key gearbox parameters such as secondary shaft length, shaft angle, gear hand configuration and bearing stiffness coefficients (Kubur et al, 2004). In 2007 Tamminana et al of OSU used their testbed to generate new data and study dynamic factors, as previously mentioned.

There exist other gear analyses and DGM studies that experimentally validate their models which rely on comparisons other than the jump phenomenon. These include work done in the early and mid-90’s via NASA research grants by Oswald, Zakrjeseck and Choy et al, who worked toward improving helicopter and tank transmission reliability (Lin et al, 1994; Choy et al, 1993). Baud and Velex investigated static and dynamic tooth loading of spur and helical gear systems using a finite element model with
experimental validation in 2002 that used strain gauges at the tooth fillet to compare stress and strain (Baud and Velex, 2002). Sawalhi and Randall, the latter being a significant contributor to the study of gear dynamics and vibration, wrote a two part paper in 2008 using a 34-degree-of-freedom model to simulate bearing faults in their experimental gearbox test rig (Sawalhi and Randall, 2008). Endo, Randall and Gosselin used the same gearbox rig in 2009 to compare FEA models of spalls and cracks along with an autoregressive-moving-average (ARMA) method (Endo et al, 2009) which was described by (Wang and Wong, 2002). Omar et al in 2012 used a single-stage experimental gearbox test rig and a nine-degree-of-freedom model (which included gearbox bearing foundation and the gearbox plate where the accelerometer was attached) to investigate different levels of gear tooth crack sizes (Omar et al, 2011). This study is notable as it is amongst the few that used a straight-forward spectrum analysis to compare model and experiment. A spall model and experimental comparison is done by (Ma et al, 2012) with time and spectrum analysis, though with tenuous correlation. A later study (Ma et al, 2015) used less direct means of comparison; instantaneous energy versus time are compared to their twelve-degree-of-freedom model with relatively weak correlation.

1.1.4 Multi-mesh Dynamic Gear Models

Experimental comparisons or validation are notably missing from the multi-shaft DGM papers which follow. Jia, Howard and Wang in 2003 present a 26-DOF DGM which includes friction and geometrical errors to represent a three shaft two-stage gearset. This model includes shaft bending stiffness to represent the flexibility of the translation of the gears on one the shaft relative to the bearings but does not account for gyroscopic motion (Jia et al, 2003). It is noteworthy that while this model is not the basis of the model used in the present research, the DGMs are quite similar. Their DGM was used in a subsequent paper (Jia and Howard, 2006) to compare vibrations due to spalling and crack damage by including faults in the mesh stiffness. There is no experimental result comparison in either study.

Two papers by Al-shyyab and Kahraman in 2005 using a three-DOF model reduced to a two-DOF model of a two-stage gearset solved with HBM and compared to numerical integration results (but not
experimental results) (Al-shyyab and Kahraman, 2005). The results were used to study the influence of mean load, damping ratio, stiffness parameter, meshing phase angle, period-one motions and subharmonic motions. In a subsequent paper in 2007 with similar purpose, the authors use a six-DOF model (Al-shyyab and Kahraman, 2007). In 2013 Yang used the two-DOF two-stage model described by Al-Shyyab and Kahraman to investigate the deterministic and random excitations under different loads using statistic linearization techniques and concluded that heavy load caused linear behavior while a light load caused nonlinear behavior, based on simulated results (Yang, 2013).

A paper by Walha, Fakhfakh and Haddar in 2012 uses a twelve-DOF model of a two-stage gear system that includes one bearing per shaft, each with x- and y-directions, and four rotational DOFs. The model is formulated using Lagrange and is solved by breaking down the non-linear system in to linear systems. The paper studies the influence of backlash in each gear pair but does no experimental comparison (Walha et al, 2012).

Referring back to the summary of two-stage DGMs in Table 2 and comparing to the single-stage DGMs summarized in Table 1, one can see there exist opportunities to create and refine multi-stage lumped parameter DGMs and, as stated by (Velex, 2012), an “urgent need for validated models…especially for complex multi-mesh systems.”
1.1.5 Dynamic Gear Model Parameters

Varying parameters within a model to see their effect is referred to as a parametric study. When validating a model created from first principles and directly measured parameters (masses, stiffnesses and estimated damping), it is often necessary to perform parametric studies to confirm the degree-of-freedom choice and the lumped parameter strategy. To further complicate the parametric investigation/validation, stiffness and damping parameters are often nonlinear. For example, bearing stiffness is dependent on load, but load varies continually while solving a DGM, so a reasonable linear approximation/compromise over the range of operation must be made. Somewhat ironically, this parametric investigation, needed to validate a model against experimental data, is also one of the useful traits of a DGM: its parameters can be changed to study the sensitivity to it within the physical unit.

1.1.5.1 Gear Mesh Stiffness Literature

There exist a variety of methods to develop mesh stiffness profiles, most often using finite element analysis (FEA) but also performed using energy methods. There are also proprietary software applications available that will produce gear mesh stiffness profiles, many of which use procedures described in ISO 6336-1:1996. Most of these mesh stiffness routines are only applicable to low contact ratio gear pairs (contact ratios less than 2.0).

Kuang and Yang (1992) developed equations based on FEA to be used to estimate torsional mesh stiffness for a variety of gears. Their routine is specific to 20° pressure angle and requires some interpolation of stiffness constants used in several curved-fit polynomial equations. Addendum modification coefficients are used in the selection of these constants. Like many mesh stiffness papers, they begin with a single tooth stiffness and combine these into pairs and then combine multiple teeth pairs. Their single tooth stiffnesses are shown to be consistently less than those specified by ISO 6336.

Wang and Howard produced a 2004 paper describing a detailed analysis of the torsional stiffness of a pair of involute spur gears in mesh using FEA (Wang and Howard, 2004). This paper also looked at load sharing and contact stress with varied torsional loads. In 2005 the same authors contributed another
detailed paper on high contact ratio spur gear torsional stiffness using numerous FEA models (Wang and Howard, 2005). The same authors in 2006 investigated error in spur gear FEA models due to a variety of meshing and modeling choices (Wang and Howard, 2006). In a conference paper in 2007 and then a follow-on journal article in 2011, Kiekbusch and Howard and describe a common formula for the combined torsional mesh stiffness that include contributions of the gear body, teeth and contact stiffnesses (Kiekbusch and Howard, 2007; Kiekbusch et al, 2011).

Wu, Zuo and Parey in 2008 used an energy method to calculate time-varying mesh stiffness and also model linear tooth root crack growth in a single stage gear system. They used these in a six-DOF model to compare waveform, spectrum, kurtosis, and RMS amplitudes of simulation results for increasing crack level (Wu et al, 2008). Zhou and Zuo et al used the same method again in 2012 with both six-DOF and 16-DOF models to further study this relationship (Zhou and Zuo, 2012). Neither study featured comparison to experimental data.

A comparison of mesh stiffness modeling strategies by (Meagher et al, 2011) shows the sensitivity of a full gear pair modeled with FEA to mesh density, element type, and contact element tolerance. A 2013 paper by del Rincon et al presents a model for the study of gear meshing stiffness breaking the deformations down into local and global, noting that global deformations appear to be linear while local deformation, and therefore stiffness, appear to be non-linear and much more dependent on load (del Rincon et al, 2013). A 2014 paper by Wan et al features an “improved time-varying mesh stiffness algorithm” is used in conjunction with a ten-DOF DGM that includes rotor gyroscopic effects to investigate the effect of a modeled tooth root crack (Wan et al, 2014). This paper corrects a perceived flaw in the energy method described in 2008 by Wu et al where the energy from a portion of the tooth above or below the base circle was not consistently added or subtracted from the foundation energy when greater than or less than 42 teeth, respectively. This paper features experimental data but does not make a direct comparison to simulated results.
1.1.5.2 Bearing Stiffness and Influence of Housing

It is critical for dynamic gear models which feature translational degrees-of-freedom to accurately model the behavior of the bearings, especially the stiffness. Rolling element bearings, such as ball and roller bearings, have non-linear stiffness which varies with load, pre-load and speed. However, most DGMs treat bearing stiffness as linear, selecting a single value so solving the model can be computationally practical.

Literature attempting to quantify ball bearing stiffness using both theoretical relationships and experimental results includes early work by (Palmgren, 1959) and (Jones, 1960). Further work to establish equations relating stiffness and load was published by (Harris, 1966; While, 1979; Gargiulo, 1980; Kramer, 1993). These books and papers agree that the radial stiffness of ball bearings varies by the cube-root with load. The non-linearity and complexity of bearing behavior were further investigated and a new matrix model developed by (Lim and Singh, 1990). Experimental and theoretical comparisons have been performed by (Dietl et al, 2000; Mourad et al, 2008; Ali and Garcia, 2010). Dietl and Ali pay particular attention to rolling-element bearing damping in their experiments and analysis. Guo and Parker in 2012 use FEA and a contact mechanic model to investigate the behavior of rolling-element bearings (Guo and Parker, 2012). Guo et al used this bearing model in 2014 to extend the investigation into the complete gear-bearing-housing vibration system for both vibration and acoustics (Guo et al, 2014). The gearbox housing plays an important role in the transmission of gear vibration to the accelerometers and some previous work performed to analytically and experimentally investigate the behavior of gearbox housing was performed by (Randall and Kelly, 1990; Choy et al, 1993).

1.1.5.3 Dynamic Gear Model Damping

Damping is an essential part of a DGM, but, similar to bearing stiffness it is non-linear in nature yet must be treated linearly and a single value estimated for model computational efficiency. Damping literature specific to gearbox systems is relatively sparse. The most basic method for estimating damping is to perform a hammer test, take the log decrement of the time history and calculate a damping ratio.
While this simple damping is only valid for the first/fundamental vibration mode, a similar procedure as described was followed by (Kraus et al, 1987) when investigating stiffness and damping by modal analysis of bearings. Dietl et al also investigated bearing damping in 2000 but in addition to the “classical” experimental approach demonstrated a new approach that does not use an external excitation (hammer or shaker) is employed that can identify damping for individual modes (Dietl et al, 2000). Guilbault et al in 2012 used a two-DOF DGM and OSU’s 1996 non-linear jump phenomenon data to parametrically determine damping (Guilbault et al, 2012).

1.1.6 Gear Fault Modeling

Gear faults may be localized at individual teeth or distributed such as wear, eccentricity or geometric and manufacturer errors. Numerous authors have contributed to the development of localized gear fault models. Note that several papers discussed here regarding gear faults have already been cited in above discussions on mesh stiffness techniques and experimental validation.

Wear in gears is a necessary part of the machinery breaking-in process and initially will improve the gearbox vibration if performed with care. Eventually gear wear becomes a faulty condition that may cause excessive vibration. Gear wear has been simulated to show the predicted tooth face change in depth by (Flodin and Andersson, 1997), and its effect on the vibration spectrum simulated by (Kuang and Lin, 2001). Yesilyurt et al measured gear tooth stiffness reduction due to wear using modal analysis with experimental testbed and accelerated wear rate. This study concluded that the increases in vibration were linked more to the changed teeth profile shapes than the loss of teeth stiffness (Yesilyurt et al, 2003). Ding and Kahraman (Ding and Kahraman, 2007) also investigated changes to spur gear dynamics due to surface wear using a single-DOF DGM and a quasi-static wear model proposed by (Bajpai et al, 2003) which is based on the general wear model by (Archard, 1953).

Individual tooth faults, the focus of this paper, include tooth cracks, tooth face spalls, chipped teeth, and missing teeth. A tooth crack model was developed and demonstrated by Howard et al in 2001 first using FEA and then a modified stiffness profile in a DGM. This same technique has been employed by a
variety of researchers including (Wu, et al, 2008; Chaari, et al, 2009; Tian, et al, S. 2012; Zhou, et al, 2012; Wan, et al, 2014; Ma, et al, 2015; Guilbault, et al, 2015). Many of these papers investigated tooth crack severity and propagation. Papers that have investigated and compared different fault models include (Chaari, et al, 2008) which looked at tooth spalls, chipped teeth and missing teeth and (Jia and Howard, 2006) and (Endo, et al, 2009) which also described both tooth root cracks and tooth spalls. Research of gear fault models is ongoing and one of the most common applications of DGMs.
1.2 Gearbox Signal Processing for Condition Monitoring

Since the first rotating and oscillating machines were created, vibration has been used to evaluate the condition of machines. Features indicating the condition of a machine are disruptions to normal vibration patterns. Before the advent of complicated signal processing devices, it was quite common for an auto mechanic to place the tip of a large screw-driver onto an operating engine’s block, place the handle to his ear, and listen for irregular vibration sounds to detect faults. This same principle is still applied, only with much more complex techniques to sift through the noise and variation of vibration to identify features indicating faults. Condition monitoring of rotating machinery has historically been performed by recording vibration data, processing it in some manner and comparing the results to an established healthy versus faulty threshold.

1.2.1 Gearbox Signal Processing and Condition Monitoring Literature Reviews

The state-of-the art of gearbox signal processing and condition monitoring has been the subject of many literature reviews. (Akerblom, 2001) performed a literature survey of research into transmission error, dynamic gear modeling and the measurement of gear noise and vibration. (Wang, 2003) described emerging gear fault detection techniques, categorizing the three most promising as auto-regressive (AR) model-based, wavelet analysis, and resonance demodulation schemes and selecting AR model-based as having the most potential as an automated diagnostic tool. (Randall, 2004), previously mentioned for his considerable contributions to gear vibration research, published a two part paper describing the state-of-the-art in rotating machinery condition monitoring and including case histories, although wavelet analysis was notably absent from the discussion. (Jardine et al, 2006) wrote a review of condition-based maintenance programs for diagnostics and prognostics, breaking them down into data acquisition, data processing and maintenance decision-making, and concluding that on-line approaches, among others, should be researched for the next generation of diagnostic and prognostic systems. (Heng et al, 2009) described the state-of-the-art in rotating machinery prognostics, breaking down the approaches into physics-based models and data-driven models, and noting that amongst the challenges inherent are the
changing operating conditions of machinery. (Sikorska et al, 2011) performed a thorough review of prognostic models for estimating remaining useful life, emphasizing data-driven models and the complexity of selecting from the wide variety of techniques most suited for particular applications. (Ahmadzadeh and Lundberg, 2014) reviewed remaining useful life estimation, breaking down the approaches into data-driven, model-based, experience-based, knowledge-based and hybrid-based, and concluding that when data is scarce the physics-based approach is advisable. Many of the literature reviews discussed here are not entirely gearbox specific. This includes (Lee et al, 2014) who presented a review of the methodologies and applications of prognostics and health management for rotary machinery systems (including bearings, gears, shafts, pumps and alternators) with a comprehensive list of algorithms, description of visualization tools and description of four industrial case studies. (Kan et al, 2015) reviewed prognostic techniques for non-stationary and non-linear rotating systems emphasizing data-driven statistical and artificial intelligence techniques, noting that all require relatively large amounts of historical data. The conclusions drawn from these reviews are that gearbox condition monitoring is of enormous interest, vast research has already performed and continues, the problem is highly complex and is not yet solved.

1.2.2 Gearbox Vibration Feature Extraction

Vibration data from machines is processed and analyzed for fault features in the time-domain, frequency domain, and time-frequency domain. Since vibration data contains random noise, identifying features indicating faults is quite challenging. A wide variety of analysis techniques and statistical methods have been developed to extract fault features. Examples include the work performed through NASA (Zakrajsek et al, 1993), (Choy et al, 1994) on helicopter transmission gears, developing a list of vibration features based on statistical parameters/metrics. The NASA parameters/metrics are summarized below with brief descriptions of those with alpha-numeric designations.
• Time-domain feature parameters
  o Mean
  o Standard Deviation
  o Root Mean Square
  o Peak
  o Skewness
  o Kurtosis
  o Crest Factor
  o Clearance Factor
  o Shape Factor
  o Impulse Factor

• Specially developed gear damage detection feature parameters
  o FM0 – Based on maximum peak-to-peak time and sum of harmonic amplitudes
  o FM4 – Based on kurtosis of the difference signal for each time record
  o FM4* - Based on tracking progression of FM4 over time records
  o MA6 – Similar to FM4 but with different exponents
  o M6A* - Based on MA6 but separating normal from faulty records
  o NA4 – Based on the residual signal of a time record
  o NA4* - An enhancement of NA4
  o NB4 – Envelope of bandpass filtered signal, indicating localized damage
  o NB4* - Based on NB4 but tracking damage progression
  o ER – (Energy Ratio) Based on shaft and meshing frequencies and harmonics and first-order sidebands
  o EOP – (Energy Operator) Based on kurtosis of the neighboring point comparisons

• Frequency-domain feature parameters
  o MF – Mean frequency
  o FC – Frequency center
  o RMSF – Root mean square of frequency
  o STDF – Standard deviation of frequency

The NASA feature parameters/metrics have been reviewed and summarized by (Samual and Pines, 2005) and (Sait and Sharef-Eldeen, 2012), who provide more detailed description of each in their work. It is notable that these parameters were developed for use on helicopter transmissions which are planetary gears, though some researchers have used them on single-stage and two-stage test gears. Examples of the NASA features applied include: (Li and Limmer, 2000) who used cracked and worn single-stage test gears and compared the NASA indices with an auto-regression model to track fault severity; (Mosher et al, 2002) who used real flight data to evaluate six of the metrics; (Lei and Zuo, 2009), (Feng et al, 2010) and (Lei et al, 2010) who demonstrated methods designed to combine the NASA indices on a two-stage
test rig with different types and levels of gear faults. These metrics require considerable historical data and are equipment specific so that fault identification may require previous faults to have occurred.

Non-statistical vibration evaluation is most often performed using the frequency domain, specifically the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) applied to accelerometer data. The results of FFT are a spectrum which is usually analyzed with empirical comparisons between new and baseline frequency plots (Randall, 1987). When interpreting a spectrum plot, frequencies provide information about the sources of the vibration while amplitudes describe the severity. Additionally, harmonics of the frequencies and side-bands around them provide information about faults. A common method to analyze the repetition of harmonics and sidebands is to apply a second FFT to the spectrum resulting in a cepstrum analysis (Randall, 1982). Cepstrum analysis quantifies the reoccurrence of harmonics and side-bands and helps separate the effects of the source and transmission path effect on the spectrum (Randall, 1984).

1.2.3 Wavelets and the Harmonic Wavelet Transform

Condition monitoring is relatively straightforward when machinery operates at a constant rotational speed, as the frequency spectrum can be easily compared over time to identify changes that might indicate faults. However, when machinery’s operating speed varies, the classical spectral analysis becomes less effective. FFT and other frequency-domain techniques are not well suited for analyzing non-stationary signals such as machinery with changing speeds (Peng and Chu, 2004). This complication can be overcome by remaining in the time-domain or by applying time-frequency techniques (Jardine et al, 2006; Lee et al, 2014; Kan et al, 2015). Time-frequency domain analysis reveals the waveform energy distribution across both time and frequency, and can be used to identify transient events as well as fault patterns. Examples of time-frequency distribution techniques are the short-time Fourier Transform (STFT), Wigner–Ville distribution (WVD) and wavelet transforms (WT). The STFT segments a signal into discrete time windows to find the frequency content in that window, but window size limits the resolution, making STFT only effective for analysis on slowly changing non-stationary signals (Jardine et al, 2006). While WVD does not segment time as STFT, it is susceptible to interference between “cross
terms” that can cause misleading results (Peng and Chu, 2004). WT can overcome the shortcomings of STFT and WVD in the time-frequency analysis.

Wavelets are short duration waves used to decompose a waveform via convolution, similar to performing the FFT with sine and cosine waves, except WT allows localized frequency information to be obtained specific to the time (or location) of occurrence. WT is used in numerous signal processing applications including non-stationary vibration signals (Newland, 1994) and has been established as an alternative to other analysis methods when speed changes are an issue since it captures both time and frequency information (Wang and McFadden, 1996).

The underlying wavelet function is dubbed the “mother wavelet,” and there exist many kinds which have been assigned names based on their creator, some tribute, their origin or their shape. Popular wavelets include Daubechies, Meyer, Morlet, Harmonic and Mexican Hat (Newland, 1996). The Harmonic Wavelet Transform (HWT) is used in this research. Machine condition monitoring applications of WT were reviewed by (Peng and Chu, 2004) including time-frequency analysis, fault feature extraction, singularity detection, signal denoising, signal compression, and system parameter identification. A decade later, a thorough literature and application review of WT was performed by (Yan et al, 2014) which demonstrated the proliferation of WT uses for fault diagnosis of rotary machines.

Newland introduced HWT in 1993 (Newland, 1993), and it has shown promise in identifying faults in stationary and non-stationary gear vibration signals (Inoue and Sueoka, 2008; Lu et al, 2012). The resolution of time and frequency is always a compromise in time-frequency analyses due to the uncertainty principle, so selecting the correct balance, or “partition,” is an important consideration. Newland’s initial HWT was limited to octave frequency resolution but he later demonstrated freedom to select any frequency interval (Newland, 1994). An adaptive version of HWT was described by (Liu, 2003) which sought to optimize the partition by minimizing entropy. The adaptive HWT was used by (Lu et al, 2012) to identify faulty gears in the same two-stage test rig used in the current research. An approach introduced by (Yan and Gao, 2005) used a Discrete Harmonic Wavelet Packet Transform (DWPT) to diagnose bearing faults in a test bed. The same authors also used HWT as a filter to denoise
vibration signals and identify inner and outer bearing raceway defects in experimental data. A modified HWT was used by (Smallwood, 2011) to characterize a variety of non-stationary signals including mechanical shock.

1.2.4 Gearbox Hybrid Condition Monitoring Approaches

Condition monitoring strategies are often either data-driven or model-based. The distinction is often referred to as “black-box” versus “white-box.” Data-driven methods are referred to as “black-box” since they process signals without regard to the underlying physical meaning and therefore what transpires between the input and output might be considered more mysterious. The “white-box” approaches use first-principle physics to describe the system which, in general, does not completely reconcile with real-world behavior. Since both strategies have their weaknesses, merging them is desirable and considered “gray-box” or hybrid approaches. Hybrid approaches are mentioned often in as a third category along with data-driven and model based approaches in literature reviews of condition monitoring methods, but few examples of hybrid gearbox diagnosis and prognosis are demonstrated.

In a non-gearbox-specific paper, (Park and Zak, 2003) describe gray-box approaches in terms of deterministic white-box and stochastic black-box with comparisons in terms of residuals which can be modeled via auto-regression or nonlinear neural networks, seeking anomalies to indicate faults in the system. They use a gas turbine shaft speed model as an example application. In several papers a “differential diagnosis” technique has been described by (Endo et al, 2004; Endo et al, 2009; Hiroaki and Nader, 2012) which uses DGMs, fault models, and AR filtered data to find residuals for gear cracks and spalls, missing gear teeth and bearing faults. This technique is not referred to as a hybrid approach by the authors but does combine modeling and data processing to diagnose faults, providing evidence of the feasibility of merging techniques. (Cheng et al, 2011) estimate pitting damage levels in planetary gears using models and “grey relational analysis” which is used to analyze systems where only partial information is available, such as the pitting fault model used by the authors. A model-based gear fault diagnosis method was proposed by (Leem and Choi, 2013) which uses a DGM, TSA, difference in model
and measured features, and regression model of FEA gear crack stiffness changes. This paper describes the proposed method but does not demonstrate it. Hybrid condition monitoring approaches are shown to be feasible and desirable in the literature.

1.3 Literature Conclusion

It is clear from the literature that gearbox condition monitoring has been and remains an important topic of research. The wide variety and continued development of condition monitoring approaches, including data-driven and model-based, demonstrates the difficulty of achieving a reliable and universal diagnostic and prognostic method. Combining modeling and signal processing is often suggested or included in the discussion of condition monitoring strategies, but seldom realized. The inevitable conclusion is there exists both need and opportunity for creating a condition monitoring approach that merges data processing and modeling.
Chapter 2 – Experimental Setup and Parameter Investigations

2.1 Experimental Setup Description

The testbed used in this research is comprised of a 3-HP motor driving a constant-torque magnetic brake load through a two-stage gearbox (SpectraQuest, 2009), shown in Figure 1, owned by The University of Connecticut’s Structural Dynamics and Systems Lab (SDSL). The testbed is equipped with a variable speed controller and outfitted with multiple accelerometers and a digital tachometer.

![Gearbox Test Bed](image)

**Figure 1.** UConn SDSL Gearbox Test Bed

The SDSL gear-box transmission is made up of three 32-tooth pinions on the input shaft, one of which drives an 80-tooth gear on the intermediate shaft connected to a 48-tooth pinion driving a 64-tooth gear on the output shaft. As shown in Figure 2, the 80-tooth gear can be manually slid along the intermediate shaft to align with any of the three 32-tooth pinions. This arrangement allows one healthy and two faulty pinions to be investigated without complete removal of the shaft with each trial.

![Gearbox Test Bed Arrangement](image)

**Figure 2.** Gearbox Test Bed Arrangement
Speed control is achieved using a Lenze ACTech SMVector variable frequency drive which controls motor speed as directed by a computer program connected via USB. The speed profile used in this research is shown in Figure 3a, and the computer program interface in Figure 3b. The digital tachometer measures the rate at which a raised portion on the shaft interrupts a magnetic field. The pulses of this interruption are sent to the data acquisition system via a BNC cable as well as translated into revolutions per minute on the local display.

![Figure 3. Speed-Time Profile Input](image)

The Placid Industries B220 magnetic particle brake (placidindustries.com) maintains a constant torque when a set input current energizes a magnetic field. The torque is proportional to the power supply current and is constant regardless of shaft speed, adjustable from 4 to 220 in-lbs (0.45-24.9 Nm).

Acceleration data is collected from accelerometers (Model 355B03, PCB Piezotronics Inc., Depew, NY) positioned on the intermediate shaft bearing hub in vertical, horizontal and axial orientations for data collection and on the motor for data collection triggering. Two Bentley Nevada 3300 8mm proximity probes are attached to the inside of the gearbox via a custom-made bracket, positioned 90° apart, and held at a small gap away from the hub of the second stage pinion. These probes are connected through Bentley Nevada XL proximitor boxes to the data acquisition system. The acceleration, proximity and tachometer data are converted to digital signals at 20 kHz and recorded through a dSPACE data acquisition system (DS1006 processor board, dSPACE Inc., Wixom, MI) with a high speed ADC board (DS2004).
The gearbox internal arrangement is shown in Figure 4 in plan, section and exploded isometric views. The motor is connected to the input shaft by a Lovejoy L-type coupling with Buna N rubber spider. The input shaft is supported by two Rexnord MB ER16K ball bearings held in place by machined aluminum hubs which axially preload the bearings using two Bellville springs on each side. The intermediate and output shafts have similar bearing arrangements. Collars on the shafts are fastened into set positions so reassembly of the shafts will result in approximately the same Bellville spring compression and therefore preload. The input shaft can fit three 32-teeth first-stage pinions to minimize shaft removal and reinstallation when different faulty gears are to be tested. The 80-teeth first-stage gear can be slid along the intermediate shaft when its set screw is loosened. The three shafts are arranged in an equilateral triangle configuration.

Figure 4. Gearbox Testbed Internal Arrangement
The gears used in the test bed have a 14.5° pressure angle and 16 teeth/inch diametral pitch (1.59 mm module). The contact ratio, the average quantity of teeth engaged during a mesh cycle, is calculated from equation (1) and is a function of pressure angle, diametral pitch and number of teeth (Shigley et al, 2015). The contact ratios for the 32/80 and 48/64 gear pairs are 2.12 and 2.16, respectively. These are considered high contact ratios since at least two gear teeth pairs are in contact at any given instant with three teeth pairs in contact periodically. The majority of published gearbox experimental test data comes from testbeds with contact ratios below 2. Table 1 summarizes gear parameters from the test beds used in various well-known studies. These include the often cited experimental data from the work of Munro in 1962, Kubo et al in 1972 and Kahraman and Blankenship of OSU in 1996. Other experimental gearbox research efforts using single-stage or two-stage spur gear test stands include work within NASA by Oswald, et al and Choy, et al in the early 1990s, (Baud and Velex, 2002), (Endo et al, 2009), (Omar et al, 2011), (Ruiz et al, 2013) and (Ma, 2015).

\[
m_c = \left[ \sqrt{\frac{d_p}{2} + a^2} - \left(\frac{d_p}{2} \cos \phi \right)^2 + \sqrt{\frac{d_g}{2} + a^2} - \left(\frac{d_g}{2} \cos \phi \right)^2 \right]/(pc \cos \phi) \quad (1)
\]

Where:
- \(pc\) = diametral pitch, \(pc = 1/module\)
- \(N_p\) = number of pinion teeth
- \(N_g\) = number of gear teeth
- \(dp\) = pitch diameter of pinion, \(dp = N_p / pc\)
- \(dg\) = pitch diameter of gear, \(dg = N_g / pc\)
- \(\phi\) = pressure angle
- \(a\) = addendum, \(a = 1/p_c = module\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Pressure Angle [°]</th>
<th>Pinion Teeth</th>
<th>Gear Teeth</th>
<th>Module [mm]</th>
<th>Contact Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Munro</td>
<td>21.5</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>6.35</td>
<td>1.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kubo</td>
<td>21.5</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA (Oswald/Choy)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>3.18</td>
<td>1.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSU (Blankenship)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baud</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNSW (Endo)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>3.08</td>
<td>1.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omar</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1.59</td>
<td>1.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ma</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruiz 1st Stage</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruiz 2nd Stage</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UConn SSDL 1st Stage</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>1.59</td>
<td>2.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UConn SSDL 2nd Stage</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>1.59</td>
<td>2.16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The high contact ratios of the testbed is a consequence of the 14.5° pressure angle, which is a relatively rare and even described as obsolete by (Shigley, et al, 2015). Figure 5 presents the line-of-action and pressure angle for both stages and demonstrates the three-teeth-pair and two-teeth-pair engagement. High contact ratio gear pairs are typically less sensitive to individual faults, as adjacent undamaged teeth can share the additional load not carried by the faulty tooth. Using high contact ratio teeth pairs for this investigation increases the fault finding difficulty, making the demonstration of model sensitivity to fault type and severity more significant.

Figure 5. Testbed pinion and gear mesh arrangement and three- and two-teeth pair engagement for (a) first-stage and (b) second-stage.
2.2 Parametric Development

Dynamic gear models (DGMs) require stiffness, damping and inertia parameters to be gathered, calculated, measured, or estimated for each component associated with a DOF. Table 2 summarizes the parameter values identified for the gearbox testbed.

Table 4. Parameters Used in Dynamic Gear Model.

<p>| Degree of | Mass | Stiffness | Damping |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Freedom</th>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Units</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Units</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>I_D</td>
<td>7.51 x 10^{-3}</td>
<td>kg m$^2$</td>
<td>$k_{i1}$</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>N m/rad</td>
<td>$c_{i1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>I_1</td>
<td>3.86 x 10^{-4}</td>
<td>kg m$^2$</td>
<td>$k_{i2}$</td>
<td>39,900</td>
<td>N m/rad</td>
<td>$c_{i2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>I_2</td>
<td>2.69 x 10^{-3}</td>
<td>kg m$^2$</td>
<td>$k_{i3}$</td>
<td>12,600</td>
<td>N m/rad</td>
<td>$c_{i3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>I_3</td>
<td>4.18 x 10^{-4}</td>
<td>kg m$^2$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>I_4</td>
<td>4.18 x 10^{-4}</td>
<td>kg m$^2$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>I_6</td>
<td>6.64 x 10^{-5}</td>
<td>kg m$^2$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Many of these parameters are found from first principles, but others require more in-depth investigations and side-studies. Side-studies include detailed finite-element-analysis (FEA) models, modal hammer response tests of the shafts both in-situ and removed from the testbed with comparisons to FEA modal results. Parameters such as bearing stiffness are non-linear but must be treated as linear in the DGM in order to solve the model efficiently. Consequently, a single stiffness value must be selected to best capture the operating behavior. Various DOF versions of the DGM are run with different parameters to quantify the effect of changes. The natural frequencies of the DGM and testbed are closely compared as part of these investigations. The following subsections give more detail about the sources and methods used to compile the above parameters.
2.2.1. Mass and Inertia

The masses of the shafts and gears were measured directly, while the mass moment of inertias were found from Solidworks models and confirmed with hand calculation estimations. While mass can be measured for most components, “lumping” the mass to a single DOF point of the shafts requires additional consideration. Figure 6 shows the DOF locations on the three shafts. The shaft mass is assumed to be split midway between DOF points, and the masses of the extra gears on the input shaft are allocated mostly to the adjacent gear representing a DOF.

![Figure 6. DOF locations for lumping mass for (a) input shaft, (b) intermediate shaft and (c) output shaft.](image)

The mass moments of inertia for the shafts and gears are easily approximated as cylinders and hollow cylinders respectively and confirmed within Solidworks for each solid model and assembly. The mass moment of inertia of the moving parts of the magnetic brake is supplied by the manufacturer (placidindustries.com). The mass moment of inertia of the motor is estimated from equation (2) which is the weight moment of inertia approximation from NEMA MG 1-2014 14.46 (nema.org).

\[
Wk^2 = \left[ 0.02 \cdot 2^{(poles/2)} \cdot HP^{(1.35-0.05\cdot poles/2)} \right]
\]

(2)

Where: \( Wk^2 \) = weight moment of inertia, \( lb \cdot ft^2 \)
\( HP \) = rated motor power, horsepower
\( poles \) = number of motor poles

The inertia parameters (mass and mass moment of inertia) for the individual components are summarized in Table 3.
2.2.2. Stiffness Parameter Development

Most of the components in the gearbox testbed have linear stiffness estimated from first principle relationships, confirmed or refined using FEA models. The two exceptions are the ball bearings, whose stiffness is dependent on load and speed, as well as the gear meshing stiffness which is dependent on number of teeth in contact and therefore time variant. The following sub-sections describe the methods used for establishing stiffness parameters.

2.2.2.1. Shaft Torsional Stiffness

Most DGMs include the torsional stiffness between rotational DOFs, including the shafts between driver, gears and load. The torsional stiffnesses of the three shafts, shown in Figure 7, are summarized in Table 4. Torsional stiffness is found from FEA since the long keyways influence the results, though these values compare favorably with approximation based on the relationship between torque and angular deflection for standard solid shafts. Note that the location of the first-stage pinion and first-stage gear on their respective shafts will change depending on which pinion is engaged. Different sets of values from those shown in Table 2 are used in the model when appropriate.

---

**Table 5. Inertia Properties**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Mass (kg)</th>
<th>mMoI (kg·m²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shaft</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input</td>
<td>0.8895</td>
<td>5.990E-05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>0.7167</td>
<td>5.225E-05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output</td>
<td>1.120</td>
<td>7.817E-05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pinion 1 (32 teeth)</td>
<td>0.2492</td>
<td>9.353E-05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gear 1 (80 teeth)</td>
<td>1.466</td>
<td>2.658E-03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pinion 2 (48 teeth)</td>
<td>0.5497</td>
<td>3.833E-04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gear 2 (64 teeth)</td>
<td>0.94179</td>
<td>1.108E-03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motor rotor</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>7.507E-03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brake</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2.730E-05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.2.2.2. Shaft Bending Stiffness

The shaft bending stiffness must be determined for DGMs with DOFs representing bearings at each shaft end. Determining the bending stiffness of the shafts is relatively trivial as they are treated like simply-supported beams for which the load deflection relationship is readily available. A slight complication arises for the intermediate shaft, as it is loaded at two gear locations and a stiffness value is needed to represent the relationship between these points. The intermediate shaft bending stiiffnesses are estimated by superimposing the individual local deflections due to a unit load at each location and finding the necessary off diagonal stiffness of a 2x2 matrix that causes the same deflections when unit loads are placed at both locations simultaneously. This relatively crude technique balances the reaction loads and is confirmed using FEA beam element comparisons.

The shafts are assumed to behave as simply supported beams, but since the ball bearings are not entirely flexible with respect to shaft angular deflection, this assumption is explored through in-situ natural frequency tests, described in a later section. The bending stiffnesses are summarized in Table 4. As previously noted, the position of the first-stage pinion and gear along the shaft can change when the gear is slid to any one of the three pinions. This is accounted for in the DGM.

Table 6. Shaft stiffness properties.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Torsional Stiffness</th>
<th>Bending Stiffness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$N \cdot m/ rad$</td>
<td>$N/ m$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaft</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input</td>
<td>8,200</td>
<td>1.83E8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inter</td>
<td>39,900</td>
<td>2.43E8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.43E8</td>
<td>1.32E8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output</td>
<td>12,600</td>
<td>3.49E8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.2.2.3. Coupling Torsional Stiffness

The couple between drive motor and gearbox input shaft is a Lovejoy model L-090 HUB 7/8 KW (lovejoy-inc.com). The coupling, shown in Figure 10, features a Buna N rubber spider which has “high dampening capacity.” The stiffness of the coupling is estimated based on the Shore harness, summarized in Table 5. The coupling torsional stiffness acts in series with the input shaft torsional stiffness, combining for a relatively low effective stiffness. The damping ratio used for the combined coupling and shaft is 15% based on (Zorzi and Walton, 1982).

Figure 10. Motor to input shaft coupling, (lovejoy-inc.com).

| Table 7. Coupling parameters.                                                                 |
|-----------------------------------------------|-------------|--------------|
| Spider Shore Hardness (Buna N)                | 80          | type A       |
| Equivalent Elastic Modulus                   | 9.35        | MPa          |
| Single Leg Linear Stiffness                  | 103         | kN/m         |
| Single Leg Torsional Stiffness               | 42          | N-m/rad      |
| Total Spider Torsional Stiffness             | 252         | N-m/rad      |
| Shaft torsional stiffness                    | 11.4        | kN-m/rad     |
| Combined Input Shaft and Coupling Stiffness  | 247         | N-m/rad      |
2.2.2.4. Mesh Stiffness

Gearbox vibration is predominantly caused by the periodic mesh stiffness variation. A variety of methods exist to develop mesh stiffness profiles, most often using finite element analysis (FEA), for example (Howard et al, 2001), but also using energy methods such as (Wan et al, 2014). Kuang and Yang (1992) and Kiekbush et al (2011) both developed equations and procedures based on FEA to estimate torsional mesh stiffness for a variety of gears. In order to modify the mesh pattern to simulate faults, a procedure similar to that described by (Wang and Howard, 2004) is used for this investigation, where the total mesh stiffness is assembled in parts based on the stiffness of individual teeth found from FEA.

The pinions and gears are created as solid models with the face of an individual tooth on each divided into discrete parallel area regions representing points of contact. The solid models are meshed, loaded, constrained, solved and post-processed in Solidworks Simulation FEA. A refined mesh is used around the face and base of the loaded tooth in each gear model. The FEA models are solved with unit loads placed at each region. Figure 11 shows two FEA result examples where the gear teeth are loaded on the topmost region. The average displacements of each region are used to develop the relationship of single tooth stiffness along the line of action.

Figure 11. Gear Teeth (a) Solid model and (b) FEA model
The single tooth stiffness for each gear is shown in Figure 12 versus the angle with respect to the initial contact (IC) point. Note that the pinion becomes less stiff as it moves through the mesh cycle, but the gear stiffens due to the location of the contact point moving along the gear face during engagement. Also note that the larger gears are less stiff than the smaller pinions due to the body flexibility.

Figure 12. Individual gear teeth stiffness with respect to initial contact (IC) point. (a) 1st stage pinion, (b) 1st stage gear, (c) 2nd stage pinion, and (d) 2nd stage gear.

The individual teeth stiffnesses of Figure 12 are repeated in Figure 13(a) as dashed red lines representing the first stage pinion stiffness, $k_{p,i}$, while the blue dot-dash line represent the first stage gear stiffness.
stiffness, $k_{g,i}$. Two angular positions, A and B, are shown on Figure 13(a) with points labeled to help describe the stiffness formulation. The combined stiffness of each gear pair, $k_i$, is given by Equation (3) since the two teeth act as springs in series. Contact stiffness is often included here as it also acts in series, however it is omitted here due to the relative light loading of the physical gearset. The total mesh stiffness is given by Equation (4) treating the teeth pairs as parallel springs.

$$k_i = \frac{k_{p,i}k_{g,i}}{k_{p,i}+k_{g,i}}$$

(3)

$$k_m = \sum_i k_i$$

(4)

At position A in Figure 13(a) two pairs are in contact, while three pairs touch at position B causing a periodic stiffness increase in the total mesh stiffness. The mesh stiffness for the second stage is shown in Figure 13(b), illustrating a different character to its mesh stiffness pattern due to the nature of the individual teeth stiffness curve.

**Figure 13.** Gear Mesh Stiffness Formulation
The mesh stiffness formulation strategy employed on the first stage gear pair was compared to a variety of alternative methods. A full FEA model of both pinion and gear was created in Solidworks Simulation with some mesh density refinement around the teeth contact area as shown in Figure 14. Contact gap elements were automatically assigned by setting the boundary conditions to “no penetration”. The gear was fixed at its bore and the pinion constrained in all directions except rotation about its centerline axis. A unit torque of on 1 Nm was applied about this axis and the model solved and post-processed in polar coordinates for angular displacement about the pinion centerline axis. The angular displacements of the pinion bore were averaged, inverted to obtain torsional stiffness, and multiplied by the base circle radius to obtain mesh stiffness along the line-of-action. The pinion and gear were rotated and the procedure repeated at 1° increments for 20°. Using this methodology, a crude mesh stiffness profile was obtained and plotted in Figure 15 along with the profile obtained by combining individual teeth stiffnesses as well as other mesh stiffness values obtained from literature. It is noted that a relatively coarse FEA mesh was used and the solid model, teeth profiles while near perfect involutes, showed interference when positioned precisely, suggesting the actual teeth have profile modifications, though none are indicated by the gear supplier.

Figure 14. First-Stage Gear Pair FEA Full Model
Other mesh stiffness calculation techniques were performed for comparison. A trial version of a commercially available machine design software package, KissSoft (http://www.kisssoft.ch/), was obtained and used to calculate the mesh stiffness profile. The low and high values for two and three teeth pairs engaged, respectively, are plotted as square waves on Figure 15 with the other mesh stiffness methods. According to the product manual, the internal calculation procedure is based on ISO 6336 and DIN 3990, but calculations using ISO 6336 were performed and included in Figure 15 showing significant differences. Methods described by Kuang and Yang (1992) and Kiekbusch and Howard (2004) were also performed and are represented as square waves in Figure 15. Note the wide range of discrepancies among methods. The conclusion drawn is there remains some uncertainty as to the most accurate method for determining mesh stiffness. While the method for mesh profile generation used in this research has some inherent error, it is sufficiently comparable to other methods as well as particularly useful since it can be easily adapted to model gear faults, as described in a subsequent sub-section.

![Figure 15. First-Stage Gear Mesh Stiffness Comparison](image-url)
2.2.2.5. Mesh Stiffness Fault Type Models

One of the benefits of creating a DGM of the gearbox is the flexibility available in solving a wide variety of fault scenarios (Chaari et al, 2008). The most common gear faults are those that affect individual gear teeth, and these can be modeled as changes in the meshing stiffness. Figure 16 shows the solid models used to represent four different localized gear faults: missing tooth, root crack, spall and chipped tooth.

![Figure 16. Model representations of (a) missing tooth, (b) root crack, (c) spall and (d) chip.](image)

The FEA model of the pinion is slightly modified so a portion of one tooth is removed and the stiffness developed as previously discussed. Figs. 17-20 show the solid model, difference in single tooth stiffness due to the chip and resulting meshing stiffness function. This stiffness function is approximated within the DGM with linear and quadratic piece-wise changes to the stiffness step function to coincide with the engagement of the damaged tooth.

For the missing tooth, the formulation described above is repeated except the contribution of one pinion tooth is entirely omitted, dropping the mesh stiffness pattern to only one pair of teeth for two periods as seen in Figure 17. The cracked tooth and tooth spall, mesh patterns shown in Figures 18 and 19, respectively, are developed from the stiffness curves of FEA results using the modified solid models. The chipped tooth mesh stiffness pattern seen in Figure 20 is created by stopping short the stiffness contribution of one pinion tooth. These figures help to illustrate the influence and individuality of the local faults on the mesh stiffness patterns and explain why vibration signals can be used to identify faults.
Figure 17. Missing Tooth Mesh Stiffness

Figure 18. Cracked Tooth Mesh Stiffness

Figure 19. Tooth Spall Mesh Stiffness

Figure 20. Chipped Tooth Mesh Stiffness
2.2.2.6. Mesh Stiffness Fault Severity Models

To demonstrate the ability of the proposed technique to distinguish the severity of a gear fault, the first-stage pinion is replaced for each test with progressively worse chipped gears. To simulate increasingly larger chips, the tip of a single tooth on each test pinion is filed down by an incrementally larger amount, as represented in Figure 21. The chip sizes are designated as chip one through five; noting that chip five, the largest, is the size used in the fault type comparison. The amount of material removed for chips one through five is 0.15 mm, 0.24 mm, 0.38 mm, 0.48 mm and 0.69 mm, respectively. Figure 22 shows the modeled effect of chip size on the mesh stiffness profile.

Figure 21. Model representation of chips with increasing size.

Figure 22. Stiffness profile of first stage gear with increasing chip size.
2.2.2.7. Bearing Stiffness

The gearbox is fitted with Rexnord MB radial ball bearings (rexnord.com), shown in Figure 23. It is necessary to include the bearing stiffness and damping in the DGM to produce representative DOF accelerations that coincide with experimentally obtained accelerometer data. Accurately representing the dynamic behavior of bearings in the DGM is particularly challenging due to their stiffness non-linearity with respect to pre-load, radial load and rotational speed. Many papers have discussed this challenge (Gargiulo, 1980; Dietl et al, 2000; Mourad et al, 2008; Guo and Parker, 2012). While modeling of bearing behavior continues to advance, it is most advantageous for solution speed in a DGM to assume linear behavior by using a single value for stiffness. A series of investigations were performed to identify the most accurate single value for bearing stiffness. These investigations included comparing the load and displacement data supplied by the manufacturer against published estimation techniques, parametric sensitivity of the DGM to bearing stiffness and comparison to constant speed experimental data, and hammer test frequency response analysis comparison to FEA modal results where bearing stiffness was included between shaft and casing.

Figure 23. Bearing manufacturer catalog excerpt (rexnord.com).
The radial load and displacement data supplied by the bearing manufacturer was curve-fit to a third-order polynomial with the intercept set to the origin as shown in Figure 24.

![Figure 24. Bearing manufacturer supplied load and deflection data.](image)

The first derivative of this polynomial with respect to deflection is the estimated stiffness (slope) at each load-deflection point. The stiffness values and corresponding loads are plotted in Figure 24 along with estimates made using the methods of (Garguilo, 1980) and (Krämer, 2013). Garguilo estimates the radial stiffness of deep-groove or angular-contact radial ball bearings by equation (5) and Kramer estimates bearing stiffness as equation (6).

\[
y = -1.686E+16x^3 + 3.036E+12x^2 + 2.361E+07x
\]

\[
R^2 = 9.979E-01
\]

Where:

- \( K_r \) = Radial bearing stiffness in lb/in.
- \( D \) = Rolling-element diameter in inches
- \( F_r \) = Radial external force in lbs
- \( Z \) = Number of rolling elements
- \( \alpha \) = Contact angle (assumed to be zero)

\[
K_r = (0.0325 \cdot 10^6)^{3/2}DF_rZ^2\cos^5\alpha
\]  \hspace{2cm} (5)

Where:

- \( k_r \) = Radial bearing stiffness in N/m.
- \( d \) = Rolling-element diameter in m
- \( F \) = Radial load in N
- \( Z \) = Number of rolling elements

\[
k_r = \frac{3}{2} \left(\frac{F}{(1.2\cdot10^{-7})d^{1/3}Z^{2/3}F^{2/3}}\right)
\]  \hspace{2cm} (6)
Figure 25 demonstrates that the manufacturer supplied data matches the trends from both Garguilo and Kramer even though the magnitudes do not agree. More recent work by (Guo and Parker, 2012), (Parker et al, 2012) and (Guo et al, 2014) using more complex bearing models compared their bearing stiffness curves to Garguilo’s estimate and were also lower in magnitude.

While the above comparison supports the data supplied by the manufacturer, the resulting stiffness relationship is load dependent whereas the DGM requires a single value. To help identify the most appropriate single bearing stiffness value to use in the DGM, an investigation of the frequency response of the shafts in-situ is performed. This investigation identifies the bearing stiffness in a model that most closely replicates the measured frequency response. The hammer test results are compared to FEA modal analysis, DGM modal analysis, and preliminary DGM healthy results with varied bearing stiffness values.

The in-situ tests are performed without the gears engaged and without oil in the gearbox to allow for better model comparisons. The arrangement for the in-situ frequency response hammer test of the intermediate shaft is shown in Figure 26. Compared to other hammer tests performed with various
accelerometer positions, striking locations and shaft orientations, the arrangement shown is deemed the most representative.

![Figure 26. In-situ intermediate shaft hammer test orientation and accelerometer arrangement](image)

A representative frequency response plot from the hammer tests is shown in Figure 27, revealing three significant peaks believed to correspond with the first three bending natural frequencies of the intermediate shaft. As stated, multiple hammer tests were performed, and some variation was experienced, but peaks at approximately 500 Hz, 1300 Hz and 1550 Hz appeared repeatedly.

![Figure 27. Hammer test frequency response from impacts on the intermediate shaft, gears disengaged.](image)

A Solidworks Simulation FEA model of the shaft and housing assembly is shown in Figure 28. Spring elements between housing and shaft represent the bearings. The first three meaningful, non-repeated natural frequencies from modal analyses of this assembly with varying spring element stiffnesses are plotted in Figure 29.
Figure 28. Intermediate shaft, casing and bearing stiffness FEA model.

Figure 29. Natural frequency results from FEA modal analysis with varying bearing stiffness.

The mode shapes from the FEA results are used to determine which natural frequencies corresponded to shaft bending motion and therefore meaningful. The vertical and horizontal natural frequencies shown in Figure 28 are in relatively close agreement with each other for the first and second modes, but the third mode natural frequency tends to vary with direction, especially with larger spring stiffness. The results of
the first and second natural frequencies also tend to flatten out and almost converge onto the measured values (indicated with a horizontal black line), which is considered good validation of the modeling approach. Since the first and second frequencies do not intersect with their respective measured frequency at the same bearing stiffness, the intersection of the first natural frequency, approximately 35 MN/m, was used in the DGM. This value is also used in the matrix form of the DGM to determine the model eigenvalues/natural frequencies.

### 2.2.3. Damping

Damping is estimated from the log decrement of hammer tests on the in-situ intermediate shaft. Several hammer tests are performed in various accelerometer and hammer striking positions similar to the arrangement shown in Figure 26. Figure 30 presents an example hammer test time history with points indicating peaks of the signal. Equation (7) is applied to these points to obtain the log decrement, and equation (8) to estimate the damping ratio. Based on the data points shown here, and several other hammer test data sets, the global damping ratio, ζ, is estimated at 6.5%. This is relatively high damping but not unreasonable compared to papers by (Guilbault et al, 2012), who set the global damping from 0.5 % to 5.5%, (Dietl et al, 2000), who used between 0.7% and 4%, and (Parker et al, 2000) who used 7%.

![Figure 30. Damping determined from impact decay on intermediate shaft.](image-url)
Gear teeth damping, $C_m$, includes both structural damping and viscous damping, and is most often simplified to a single damping ratio value, $\zeta$, which is applied to the equivalent mass of the gear pair, $m_e$, and mesh stiffness. The equivalent mass is obtained from equation (9) and the damping coefficient from equation (10) in the same method used by (Özgüven, 1991).

$$m_e = \frac{l_1 l_2}{l_1 l_2^2 + l_2 R_2^2}$$

$$C_m = 2\zeta \sqrt{k_m m_e}$$

The 6.5\% estimated damping ratio is applied to the torsional and bearing inertia and stiffness values, treating damping as linear, to establish a damping coefficient for each using equation (10).
Chapter 3 – Dynamic Gearbox Modeling

The previous chapter described the experimental setup and methodology used to quantify key system parameters in the gearbox test bed. This chapter describes the development of the dynamic gear model (DGM) in detail. The development includes single-stage DGMs with increasing degrees-of-freedom (DOF) and validation comparisons to benchmark data to demonstrate the modeling technique and explore the effect of number of DOF. Two-stage DGMs with increasing DOFs are then described and validation of the model with constant speed experimental data from the gearbox test bed, using the parameters developed in the previous chapter, is performed. This thorough treatment of the stages of modeling is intended to not only document what was performed in this research, but also to provide a record for future researchers to assist in their modeling efforts.

A dynamic gear model is developed from the equations-of-motion for the system, lumping parameters of components to representative degrees of freedom (DOF). The number of equations-of-motion equals the number of DOFs in the DGM. How many DOFs are included the DGM may vary by the intended purpose of the model, what features are included in the DGM, and the method of solving. There are many aspects of a real gear system that can be represented in a DGM. Historically the following gearbox physical features have frequently been incorporated into DGMs (in the order of most commonly included feature):

- Time-varying mesh stiffness
- Backlash / loss of contact / back side impact
- Damping
- Bearing stiffness
- Shaft inertia and stiffness
- Drive and load inertia
- Lateral and transverse bearing DOF’s

Many of these features are discussed in later sections as they are incorporated into the higher DOF DGMs. Two features in particular, time-varying mesh stiffness and backlash, are included in every DGM and are therefore especially important. Time-varying mesh stiffness is the result of the quantity of teeth in contact at any given moment and differing location of contact along the profile of individual teeth.
during engagement. This feature is described in more detail within the mesh stiffness development in previous chapter. Backlash is the clearance between mating gears, easily demonstrated by holding one shaft in place and rotating the other shaft back and forth to open and close the gaps between teeth pairs. A gear pair without backlash is impractical and may bind during operation. Backlash, however, may generate loss of contact in teeth during operation, especially during sudden changes in shaft speed. The backside of the gear pairs may even collide during these transient conditions. The loss-of-contact and backside collisions result in the clearance-type non-linearity discussed in the literature review Section 1.1.2. Time-varying mesh stiffness and backlash are responsible for much of the vibration in real gears and are therefore necessary to include in every DGM.

The features of the increasingly complex DGMs build upon each other, so this chapter is organized as a narrative in which the simplest single-stage DGM (2-DOF) is developed incrementally to a 6-DOF DGM and then compared to a benchmark test data. The simplest two-stage DGM (3-DOF) is developed incrementally to a 26-DOF DGM and validated with constant speed test data collected from the UConn Structural Dynamics and Systems Lab gearbox testbed.
3.1 Single-Stage Dynamic Model Formulation.

As described in the literature review in Chapter 1, there exists much more literature on single-stage DGMs than literature on multi-stage DGMs. To develop a two-stage DGM methodically, a single-stage DGM is first created and the results compared to benchmark experimental data while exploring the effect of DOF size on results. This section first describes several single-stage DGMs with increasing DOF and then compares each to 1996 OSU data for validation. Many early studies of dynamic models, and even some detailed recent studies, use simplified single DOF models with the angular position difference as the only variable. It is also common for the single DOF equation to be non-dimensionalized and solved for more generalized relationships. This approach has the advantage of computational simplicity and is well suited for a variety of solution methods such as the harmonic balance method. Unfortunately the output of this approach only represents rotational vibration. A DGM with a translational DOF representing the bearing location where an accelerometer is placed allows for more direct comparison of behavior. Below is a list of single-stage DGM DOFs modeled in this section, followed by a table from the literature review chapter summarizing single-stage DGMs discussed in literature and repeated here for ease of comparison:

- 2-DOF: Rotational DOF for each gear
- 4-DOF: Rotational DOF for each gear, including shaft torsional stiffness
- 6-DOF: 4-DOF + 1x1-DOF bearing per shaft

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paper</th>
<th>DOFs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Özgüven and Houser, 1988)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Comarini and Singh, 1989)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Kahraman and Singh, 1990)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Amabili and Fregolent, 1998)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Bonori and Pellicano, 2007)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Ding and Kahraman, 2007)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Tamminana et al, 2007)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Velex and Ajmi, 2007)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Dion et al, 2009)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Faggioni et al, 2011)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Guiubault et al, 2012)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Kahraman and Singh, 1991)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Maliha et al, 2004)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Lin et al, 1994)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Özgüven, 1991)</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8. Summary of single-stage DGM literature model DOFs

Each single-stage DGM has at least two rotational degrees of freedom: one for the pinion and one for the driven gear. Figure 31 is a typical representation of a single-stage two DOF DGM.

![Figure 31](image)

**Figure 31.** (a) Single-Stage Two-DOF DGM and (b) Dynamic Mesh Force Represented as a Spring, Damper and Gap

The fundamental relationship between these DOFs is the dynamic transmission error (DTE), defined as the tangential displacement along the line-of-action between the teeth in contact; it is most easily understood when described as the difference between perfect conjugate action and reality. DTE is the most often modeled parameter in numerous investigations and is expressed by equation (1).

\[ DTE = R_1 \theta_1 - R_2 \theta_2 \] (1)

Note that an error term, to represent random excitation as well as profile errors, is often included in the definition of DTE (Lin et al, 1994; Velex and Maatar, 1996; Amabili and Fregolent, 1998; Bartelmus, 2001; Bonori and Pellicano, 2007; Liu and Parker, 2008; Inalpolat et al, 2015). The DTE applied to the mesh stiffness, \( k_m \), equals the undamped dynamic mesh force in equation (2).

\[ W = k_m (R_1 \theta_1 - R_2 \theta_2) \] (2)
Mesh stiffness is treated as a spring along the line of action whose stiffness varies with position, depending on the number of teeth pairs in contact, and interacts with the DTE. A detailed description of the mesh stiffness development is included in Chapter 2. A simplified mesh stiffness representation is used in this single-stage model, as limited information is available about the benchmark testbed. Figure 32 shows the mesh stiffness modeled as a square wave, with the larger value representing two teeth pairs in contact and the lower a single teeth pair in contact.

Figure 32. Simplified Time-varying Mesh Stiffness.

Backlash, $2b$, is the clearance within the gear pair which may cause momentary loss of contact between teeth pairs or even backside impact. Backlash is a source of non-linear behavior in gear systems and has been investigated as part of numerous gear studies, especially those focusing on “jumps” of DTE magnitude with increasing versus decreasing operating speed. Backlash is often represented as a “dead zone” in the meshing stiffness [10] as shown in Figure 3, and modeled as equation (3).

$$W = \begin{cases} 
k_m(DTE - b), & DTE > b \\
0, & -b < DTE < b \\
k_m(DTE + b), & DTE < -b 
\end{cases}$$ (3)

Figure 33. Backlash loss of contact
The equations of motion, (4) and (5), for each rotational DOF, \( \theta_1 \) and \( \theta_2 \), are balanced by the driving torque, \( T_D \), and load torque, \( T_D \), and the damped dynamic mesh force, \( W \), which acts along the line of action on each gear in opposing directions, applied to the respective pitch radius, \( R \), moment arm.

\[
I_1 \ddot{\theta}_1 = -WR_1 + \alpha T_D \tag{4}
\]

\[
I_2 \ddot{\theta}_2 = WR_2 - T_D \tag{5}
\]

\[
W = k_m(t) (R_1 \theta_1 - R_2 \theta_2) + c_m (R_1 \dot{\theta}_1 - R_2 \dot{\theta}_2) \tag{6}
\]

The variable \( \alpha \) represents a multiplier, referred to here as torque factor, which is used to control the speed of the DGM by changing the balance between drive and load torques. The torque factor was described in more detail in the previous chapter and is used to simulate the ramp up and ramp down for the single-stage DGM comparison to benchmark data and, later, in the two-stage DGM to explore non-stationary behavior.

3.1.2. **Four Degree-of-Freedom Single Stage Dynamic Model Formulation.**

Figure 34 shows the four-DOF DGM which adds the rotations of the drive motor and the load to the two-DOF DGM. The moment of inertia of the motor and load are included in this model, as are the two shaft torsional stiffnesses and damping.

![Figure 34. Single-Stage 4-DOF DGM](image-url)
Equations (7) through (10) are the four equations-of-motion for the model which are coupled by the dynamic mesh force of equation (11).

\[
I_D \ddot{\theta}_D + c_{t1}(\dot{\theta}_D - \dot{\theta}_1) + k_{t1}(\theta_D - \theta_1) = \alpha T_D \tag{7}
\]
\[
I_1 \ddot{\theta}_1 - c_{t1}(\dot{\theta}_D - \dot{\theta}_1) - k_{t1}(\theta_D - \theta_1) + WR_1 = 0 \tag{8}
\]
\[
I_2 \ddot{\theta}_2 + c_{t2}(\dot{\theta}_2 - \dot{\theta}_1) + k_{t2}(\theta_2 - \theta_2) - WR_2 = 0 \tag{9}
\]
\[
l_L \ddot{\theta}_L - c_{t2}(\dot{\theta}_2 - \dot{\theta}_L) - k_{t2}(\theta_2 - \theta_2) = -T_L \tag{10}
\]
\[
W = k_m(t)(R_1 \theta_1 - R_2 \theta_2) + c_m(R_1 \dot{\theta}_1 - R_2 \dot{\theta}_2) \tag{11}
\]


The six-DOF model is based on the model described by (Ozguven, 1991) and includes all of the features of the four-DOF, plus translational DOFs on each shaft to represent the bearings. Figure 35 is a representation of the model showing a single bearing supports each shaft. The bearings act in only one direction, aligned with the line of action. The MATLAB code developed for this model (and heavily modified for all other models in this research) builds upon code documented by (Parey and Tandon, 2010) which was based on (Ozguven, 1991).

**Figure 35.** Single Stage 6-DOF DGM
The six-DOF model presented in equations (12-17) adds two translational DOFs to the four-DOF model. These translational DOFs are coupled to the four rotational DOFs via the dynamic mesh force of equation (18). The accelerations found from solving the model bearing translational DOFs, \( \ddot y_1 \) and \( \ddot y_2 \), can be compared to measured bearing accelerations of a physical testbed’s accelerometers.

\[
\begin{align*}
I_D \ddot \theta_D + c_{t1}(\dot \theta_D - \dot \theta_1) + k_{t1}(\theta_D - \theta_1) &= \alpha T_D \quad (12) \\
I_1 \ddot \theta_1 - c_{t1}(\dot \theta_D - \dot \theta_1) - k_{t1}(\theta_D - \theta_1) + W R_1 &= 0 \quad (13) \\
I_2 \ddot \theta_2 + c_{t2}(\dot \theta_2 - \dot \theta_L) + k_{t2}(\theta_2 - \theta_L) - W R_2 &= 0 \quad (14) \\
I_L \ddot \theta_L - c_{t2}(\dot \theta_2 - \dot \theta_L) - k_{t2}(\theta_2 - \theta_L) &= -T_L \quad (15) \\
m_1 \ddot y_1 + c_1 \ddot y_1 + k_1 y_1 - W &= 0 \quad (16) \\
m_2 \ddot y_2 + c_2 \ddot y_2 + k_2 y_2 + W &= 0 \quad (17) \\
W &= k_m(t)(R_1 \dot \theta_1 - R_2 \dot \theta_2 - y_1 + y_2) + c_m(R_1 \dot \theta_1 - R_2 \dot \theta_2 - \ddot y_1 + \ddot y_2) \quad (18)
\end{align*}
\]

3.1.4. Single-Stage DGM Solution Method.

The single-stage DGMs described in the previous sections are written as MATLAB code functions and solved using Runge Kutta time marching with time steps matching the experimental data sampling frequency, 20 kHz.

A generalized form of the DGM equations can be written in matrix notation as Equation 19 and expanded to Equations (20) through (23).

\[
M \ddot z + C z + K z = F 
\]

where

\[
M = \begin{bmatrix}
I_1 & 0 & 0 & \cdots & 0 \\
0 & I_2 & 0 & \cdots & 0 \\
0 & 0 & I_3 & \cdots & 0 \\
\vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & m_{10}
\end{bmatrix} \quad (20)
\]
This expansion is performed for each DGM for several uses. The stiffness and applied load matrices are used to find the initial displacement conditions for solving the DGMs. These displacements reduce the model’s tendency to “hunt” at the beginning of the solution when starting at zero displacement. The initial velocity conditions are set to the desired shaft speed or just above or just below depending on it being a constant speed solution or a solution used to demonstrate the non-linear jump phenomenon. The matrix forms of the equations DGM are also used to determine the model eigenvalues, which are used to explore the effects of parameter variation on the natural frequencies of the system. Lastly, the matrices are used to find the Modal Space solution to the DGM for comparison to the linear solution found when keeping the time-varying mesh stiffness constant and removing the backlash term. The latter is a check on the performance of the DGM as well as the sign conventions used.

The purpose of running the single-stage models is to validate the solution technique, namely the Runge Kutta time marching, which has been described by many DGM articles (and written in MATLAB code within (Parey and Tandon, 2010)) but rarely fully and thoroughly demonstrated. Performing these checks also assists developing the two-stage DGMs for comparison to the experimental gearbox test bed.
3.2. Single Stage Model Validation to Benchmark Test Data

Many previous gear modeling efforts have used the results of only a few published gear test results for comparison, establishing these as benchmarks, including the work of (Kahraman and Blankenship, 1996) from OSU. This benchmark data is plotted as root-mean-squared DTE versus input shaft speed. The data demonstrates the non-linear “jump” phenomenon wherein the steady state DTE resolves to one of two values at various speeds depending on whether the machine accelerated up to or decelerated down to each speed. Parameters for the OSU testbed are compiled from a variety of works (Tamminana et al, 2007), (Faggioni et al, 2011) and (Ding, 2007) and presented in Table 9.

| **Table 9. Parameters Used in Models of Benchmark** |
|---|---|---|
| **Parameter** | **Value** | **Units** |
| No. Gear Teeth, N1, N2 | 50, 50 | |
| Module | 3 | mm |
| Pressure Angle | 20 | degrees |
| Pitch Radius, R1, R2 | 70.5, 70.5 | mm |
| Contact Ratio, λ1 | 1.5, 1.4, 1.75 | |
| Drive Torque, TD | 85, 170, 340 | N-m |
| Moment of Inertia, I_D, I_1, I_2, I_L | 5.75x10^{-1}, 7.875x10^{-3}, 7.875x10^{-3}, 1.15x10^{-2} | kg-m² |
| Mass, m_1, m_2 | 2.8 | kg |
| Shaft Stiffness, k_{11}, k_{12} | 168,294, 25,244 | N-m/rad |
| Bearing Stiffness, k_1, k_2 | 2x10^{10} | N/m |
| Average Mesh Stiffness, k_m | 4.62x10^{6} | N/m |
| Shaft Damping, k_{11}, k_{12} | 2.43 | N-s/rad |
| Bearing Damping, c_1, c_2 | 4,733 | N-s/m |
| Damping Ratio, ζ | 0.01 | |
| Backlash, 2b | 4x10^{-4} | m |

The matrix forms of the two-, four-, and six-DOF DGMs described in the previous sections are populated with the parameters in Table 9, including the average mesh stiffness and the natural frequencies solved that are presented in Table 10. The first natural frequency of each is zero which coincides with
rotational rigid body motion since the unloaded models have no rotational constraints. The 2$^{\text{nd}}$ natural frequency of the 2-DOF DGM is associated with the mesh stiffness and shifts to the 4$^{\text{th}}$ natural frequency of the 4- and 6-DOF DGMs. The 2$^{\text{nd}}$ and 3$^{\text{rd}}$ natural frequencies of the 4-DOF DGM are due to the shaft torsion, since these are the only differences from the 2-DOF DGM, and remain the same for the 6-DOF DGM. The 5$^{\text{th}}$ and 6$^{\text{th}}$ natural frequencies of the 6-DOF DGM are therefore associated with the bearing stiffness. This natural frequency breakdown of incrementally larger DGMs demonstrates one method to determine the influence of each parameter on the model behavior. According to (Tamminana et al, 2007), who had access to the OSU ’96 testbed, “…the measured primary resonance is 3100 Hz and the first two superharmonic resonances near 1550 Hz and 1000 Hz…” As the measured frequencies were no doubt used to develop some of the parameters, the agreement of the 2$^{\text{nd}}$ natural frequency of the 2-DOF DGM of the present to this primary resonance is simply confirmation the modeling technique.

**Table 10. Natural Frequencies of Benchmark DGMs**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>2-DOF</th>
<th>4-DOF</th>
<th>6-DOF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3139</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1,003</td>
<td>1,003</td>
<td>1,003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3,886</td>
<td>3,795</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td>13,451</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>13,784</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The DGMs are solved repeated for multiple speeds at increments matching the published benchmark data points. Each model is solved by “running up to” or “running down to” the steady state speed. Figures 36 through 38 show comparisons of the DGM results to OSU ’96 data. The trends of the model results follow well with those of the test results. Note the six DOF model resolved to low values and high values at speeds that overlap, in the same manner as the test data. These are the “jumps” that are expected from non-linear behavior where two or more solutions exist for the same dependent parameter. In other words, the modeling technique appears to capture this physical phenomenon even though there are notable differences between model and data. Some of these differences are attributed to the lack of
available parameters directly from the original testbed, as some of the sources acknowledge the parameters they’re using are estimated. Other modeling efforts using these data for comparison, such as (Maliha et al, 2004), achieve the same or even less trend correlation as the present research. Based on capturing the jump behavior and similarity to published data, the single-stage modeling approach is considered validated and suitable for extension to the two-stage DGM.

Figure 36. Two-, Four- and Six DOF DGM Results Comparison and Benchmark Data; 85 N-m Torque and 1.5 Contact Ratio
Figure 37. Two-, Four- and Six DOF DGM Results Comparison and Benchmark Data; 170 N-m Torque and 1.4 Contact Ratio

Figure 38. Two-, Four- and Six DOF DGM Results Comparison and Benchmark Data; 340 N-m Torque and 1.75 Contact Ratio
3.3 Two Stage Dynamic Model Formulation.

The modeling strategies used in the single-stage DGMs are now extended to a two-stage gear testbed. The testbed described in Chapter 2 is used as the focus of this discussion. Figure 39 demonstrates the arrangement of the three shafts and two gear pairs in an equilateral triangle. The pressure angle of the gears used in the testbed, 14.5°, is shown along with the resulting angle to horizontal due to the arrangement. This will be useful later to break down the force components. Figure 40 similarly shows the orientation of the DGM forces which are dependent on relative angular position, time-varying mesh stiffness, damping and backlash gap.

Figure 39. Two-Stage Gear Set Force Arrangement

Figure 40. Two-Stage DGM Force Arrangement
The number of degrees-of-freedom (DOFs) representing a two-stage gear set in a DGM can range from a minimum of three (in which the angular displacement of each gear is modeled) to very large finite element models that attempt to incorporate all the local details. In general, a model must be sufficiently complex to capture the desired physical features while being small-scale enough for practical computational solving speeds.

The following is a list of two-stage DGM DOFs modeled in this section:

- 3-DOF: Rotational DOF for each shaft
- 6-DOF: Rotational DOF for drive, gears and load, including shaft torsional stiffness
- 9-DOF: 6-DOF + 1x1-DOF bearing per shaft,
- 9-DOF: 3-DOF + 1x2-DOF (x & y) bearings per shaft
- 12-DOF: 6-DOF + 2x1-DOF bearing per shaft,
- 26-DOF: 6-DOF + 2x2-DOF (x & y) bearings per shaft, including shaft bending stiffness

These models represent a progression of included features whose effects will be discussed in a later section on two-stage DGM validation against constant speed test data. Table 11 is a repeat of a table from the literature review chapter summarizing two-stage DGMs discussed in literature for comparison to the models described in this chapter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paper</th>
<th>DOFs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Al-shyyab and Kahraman, 2005)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Yang, 2013)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Al-shyyab and Kahraman, 2007)</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Liu and Parker, 2008) (Note: idler gear DGM)</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Walha, 2012)</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Jia et al, 2003)</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

More DOFs are possible as are more modeled features. Features included in other DGMs but omitted in these models include manufacturing indexing errors (Inalpolat et al, 2015), gear profile and runout errors (Bonori and Pellicano, 2007), gear teeth friction (Howard et al, 2001), gyroscopic effects (Wan et al, 2014), and the influence of the gearbox housing (Parker et al, 2012). These omitted features will be included in future research.
3.3.1 Three Degree-of-Freedom Two-Stage Dynamic Model Formulation.

The simplest two-stage DGM used in this research is the 3-DOF model shown in Figure 11 which consists of the angular position of each shaft. Note that it is possible to create a 2-DOF DGM if the transmission error of each gear pair is used as has been done by (Al-shyyab and Kahraman, 2005) and (Yang, 2013). The three rotational equations-of-motion, (24) through (26), are coupled by the two dynamic mesh forces, Equations (27) and (28).

![Figure 41. Two-Stage 3-DOF DGM](image)

\[ I_1 \ddot{\theta}_1 = \alpha \cdot T_D - W_1 R_1 \]  
(24)
\[ (I_2 + I_3) \ddot{\theta}_2 = W_1 R_2 - W_2 R_3 \]  
(25)
\[ I_4 \ddot{\theta}_3 = W_2 R_4 - T_L \]  
(26)

\[ W_1 = k_{m1}(\theta_1) \cdot DTE_1 + C_{m1}(\dot{\theta}_1 R_1 - \dot{\theta}_2 R_2) \]  
(27)
\[ W_2 = k_{m2}(\theta_2) \cdot DTE_2 + C_{m2}(\dot{\theta}_2 R_3 - \dot{\theta}_3 R_4) \]  
(28)

The Dynamic Transmission error (DTE) is defined as, for each respective gear pair as Equations (29) and (30).

\[ DTE_1 = \begin{cases} 
(R_1\theta_1 - R_2\theta_2) - b & (R_1\theta_1 - R_2\theta_2) > b \\
0 & b \leq (R_1\theta_1 - R_2\theta_2) \leq b \\
(R_1\theta_1 - R_2\theta_2) + b & (R_1\theta_1 - R_2\theta_2) < b 
\end{cases} \]  
(29)
\[
DTE_2 = \begin{cases} 
(R_3\theta_2 - R_4\theta_3) - b & (R_3\theta_2 - R_4\theta_3) > b \\
0 & b \leq (R_3\theta_2 - R_4\theta_3) \leq b \\
(R_3\theta_2 - R_4\theta_3) + b & (R_3\theta_2 - R_4\theta_3) < b 
\end{cases}
\] (30)

As previously discussed in the single-stage DGM section, DTE is a loss-of-contact non-linear function with the inclusion of backlash, \(2b\), the clearance between gear-pair teeth along the line-of-action. The torque factor, \(\alpha\), applied to the drive torque, was previously mentioned in the single-stage DGMs, but was not used in the solutions for run-up and run-down jump phenomenon. This factor will be used to control the speed of the DGM to match the non-stationary operation in Chapter 4.

### 3.3.2. Six Degree-of-Freedom Two Stage Dynamic Model Formulation.

The 6-DOF two-stage DGM shown in Figure 42 separates the 1\(^{st}\) stage gear and 2\(^{nd}\) stage pinion of the 3-DOF DGM, adds drive and load rotational DOFs, and includes shaft torsional stiffnesses. This added complexity, though not necessarily helpful in making the 3-DOF better representative of the physical testbed, is useful as a bridge from the simple 3-DOF DGM to the larger DGMs, allowing an analysis of the effect of inclusion of these features.

![Two-Stage 6-DOF DGM](image)

**Figure 42.** Two-Stage 6-DOF DGM

The equations of motion for the two-stage 6-DOF DGM are Equations (31) through (36) which are coupled by the dynamic mesh forces of Equations (37) and (38).
\[ l_0 \ddot{\theta}_D = \alpha \cdot T_D - c_{t1}(\dot{\theta}_D - \dot{\theta}_1) - k_{t1}(\theta_D - \theta_1) \]  \hspace{1cm} (31)
\[ l_1 \ddot{\theta}_1 = -W_1 R_1 + c_{t1}(\dot{\theta}_D - \dot{\theta}_1) + k_{t1}(\theta_D - \theta_1) \]  \hspace{1cm} (32)
\[ l_2 \ddot{\theta}_2 = W_1 R_2 - c_{t2}(\dot{\theta}_2 - \dot{\theta}_3) - k_{t2}(\theta_2 - \theta_3) \]  \hspace{1cm} (33)
\[ l_3 \ddot{\theta}_3 = -W_2 R_3 + c_{t2}(\dot{\theta}_2 - \dot{\theta}_3) + k_{t2}(\theta_2 - \theta_3) \]  \hspace{1cm} (34)
\[ l_4 \ddot{\theta}_4 = W_2 R_4 - c_{t3}(\dot{\theta}_4 - \dot{\theta}_L) - k_{t3}(\theta_4 - \theta_L) \]  \hspace{1cm} (35)
\[ l_t \ddot{\theta}_L = -T_L + c_{t3}(\dot{\theta}_4 - \dot{\theta}_L) + k_{t3}(\theta_4 - \theta_L) \]  \hspace{1cm} (36)
\[ W_1 = k_{m1}(\theta_1) \cdot DTE_1 + c_{m1}(R_1 \dot{\theta}_1 - R_2 \dot{\theta}_2) \]  \hspace{1cm} (37)
\[ W_2 = k_{m2}(\theta_3) \cdot DTE_2 + c_{m2}(R_3 \dot{\theta}_3 - R_4 \dot{\theta}_5) \]  \hspace{1cm} (38)

### 3.3.3. Nine Degree-of-Freedom Two Stage Dynamic Model Formulation.

The 9-DOF DGM shown in Figure 43 builds upon the 6-DOF model by adding a single-direction bearing on each of the three shafts. This bearing (although shown vertically in the figure) is aligned with the line-of-actions and assumes both line-of-actions are also aligned. Figure 44 shows another arrangement of this DGM to emphasize the configuration necessary to have the three bearings and the two lines-of-action aligned, though the drive, shafts and load are not shown.

**Figure 43.** Two-Stage 9-DOF DGM

**Figure 44.** Two-Stage 9-DOF DGM Aligned Arrangement
One can see from this awkward arrangement that the acceleration results from solving this DGM are unlikely to replicate the dynamic behavior of the physical testbed. It is nonetheless worthwhile to solve this model and compare the results to the lesser DOF and greater DOF DGM results.

The rotational equations-of-motion are Equations (39) through (44), the translational are Equations (45) through (47), and these are all coupled together by the dynamic mesh forces of Equations (48) and (49).

\[
\begin{align*}
I_D \ddot{\theta}_D &= \alpha \cdot T_D - c_{t1}(\dot{\theta}_D - \dot{\theta}_1) - k_{t1}(\theta_D - \theta_1) \quad (39) \\
I_1 \ddot{\theta}_1 &= -W_1 R_1 + c_{t1}(\dot{\theta}_D - \dot{\theta}_1) + k_{t1}(\theta_D - \theta_1) \quad (40) \\
I_2 \ddot{\theta}_2 &= W_1 R_2 - c_{t2}(\dot{\theta}_2 - \dot{\theta}_3) - k_{t2}(\theta_2 - \theta_3) \quad (41) \\
I_3 \ddot{\theta}_3 &= -W_2 R_3 + c_{t2}(\dot{\theta}_2 - \dot{\theta}_3) + k_{t2}(\theta_2 - \theta_3) \quad (42) \\
I_4 \ddot{\theta}_4 &= W_2 R_4 - c_{t3}(\dot{\theta}_4 - \dot{\theta}_L) - k_{t3}(\theta_4 - \theta_L) \quad (43) \\
I_5 \ddot{\theta}_5 &= -T_L + c_{t3}(\dot{\theta}_4 - \dot{\theta}_L) + k_{t3}(\theta_4 - \theta_L) \quad (44)
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
m_1 \ddot{y}_1 &= -c \ddot{y}_1 - ky_1 + W_1 \quad (45) \\
m_2 \ddot{y}_2 &= -c \ddot{y}_2 - ky_2 - W_1 + W_2 \quad (46) \\
m_3 \ddot{y}_3 &= -c \ddot{y}_3 - ky_3 - W_2 \quad (47)
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
W_1 &= k_{m1}(\theta_1) \cdot DTE_1 + c_{m1}(R_1 \dot{\theta}_1 - R_2 \dot{\theta}_2) - k_{m1}(y_1 - y_2) - c_{m1}(\dot{y}_1 - \dot{y}_2) \quad (48) \\
W_2 &= k_{m2}(\theta_3) \cdot DTE_2 + c_{m2}(R_3 \dot{\theta}_3 - R_4 \dot{\theta}_5) - k_{m2}(y_2 - y_3) - c_{m2}(\dot{y}_2 - \dot{y}_3) \quad (49)
\end{align*}
\]

3.3.4. **Alternative Nine Degree-of-Freedom Two Stage Dynamic Model Formulation.**

A different 9-DOF DGM is possible where driver, load and shafts are removed and a bi-directional bearing is added at each gear center (where shafts would be located), with the 1st stage gear and 2nd stage pinion sharing a gear center. This 9-DOF DGM, represented by Figure 45, is the 3-DOF DGM with the addition of the bi-directional bearings. Using bearings with vertical and horizontal directions allows correct alignment of the line-of-actions with respect to the physical testbed (see Figure 9). The three rotational equations-of-motion, (50) through (52) and six translational equations-of-motion (53) through (58), are coupled by the two dynamic mesh forces equations, (59) and (60). Note that sines, cosines and sign conventions are carefully selected for correct orientation and interdependency. A critical check of
the sign conventions occurs when solving the eigenvalues of the matrix form of these equations, as they are easily reversed. Some of the drawbacks of this configuration are the sharing of the 1st stage gear and 2nd stage rotational DOF and the omission of shaft compliance. This shortcoming is resolved using the 12-DOF DGM.

**Figure 45.** Alternative Two-Stage 9-DOF DGM

\[
\begin{align*}
I_1 \ddot{\theta}_1 &= \alpha \cdot T_D - W_1 R_1 \\
(I_2 + I_3) \ddot{\theta}_2 &= W_1 R_2 - W_2 R_3 \\
I_4 \ddot{\theta}_3 &= W_2 R_4 - T_L
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
m_1 \ddot{x}_1 &= -c \dot{x}_1 - k x_1 - W_1 \cdot \cos(15.5) \\
m_1 \ddot{y}_1 &= -c \dot{y}_1 - k y_1 + W_1 \cdot \sin(15.5) \\
m_2 \ddot{x}_2 &= -c \dot{x}_2 - k x_2 + W_1 \cdot \cos(15.5) - W_2 \cdot \cos(15.5) \\
m_2 \ddot{y}_2 &= -c \dot{y}_2 - k y_2 - W_1 \cdot \sin(15.5) - W_2 \cdot \sin(15.5) \\
m_3 \ddot{x}_3 &= -c \dot{x}_3 - k x_3 + W_1 \cdot \cos(15.5) \\
m_3 \ddot{y}_3 &= -c \dot{y}_3 - k y_3 + W_2 \cdot \sin(15.5)
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
W_1 &= k_{m1}(\theta_1) \cdot D T E_1 + c_{m1}(R_1 \dot{\theta}_1 - R_2 \dot{\theta}_2) + \cos(15.5) \left[ k_{m1}(x_1 - x_2) + c_{m1}(\dot{x}_1 - \dot{x}_2) \right] \\
&\quad - \sin(15.5) \left[ k_{m1}(y_1 - y_2) + c_{m1}(\dot{y}_1 - \dot{y}_2) \right] \\
W_2 &= k_{m2}(\theta_2) \cdot D T E_2 + c_{m2}(R_3 \dot{\theta}_2 - R_4 \dot{\theta}_3) + \cos(15.5) \left[ k_{m2}(x_2 - x_3) + c_{m2}(\dot{x}_2 - \dot{x}_3) \right] \\
&\quad + \sin(15.5) \left[ k_{m2}(y_2 - y_3) + c_{m2}(\dot{y}_2 - \dot{y}_3) \right]
\end{align*}
\]
3.3.5. Twelve Degree-of-Freedom Two-Stage Dynamic Model Formulation.

The 12-DOF two-stage DGM, shown in Figure 46, adds a bi-directional bearing to each shaft of the 6-DOF DGM. This model was used in (Diehl et al, 2012) to introduce the condition monitoring approach discussed in the present research. The six rotational equations-of-motion, (61) through (66), are coupled to the six translational equations-of-motion, (67) through (72), by the two dynamic mesh forces, equation (73) and (74).

\[ I_D \dot{\theta}_D = \alpha \cdot T_D - c_{t1}(\dot{\theta}_D - \dot{\theta}_1) - k_{t1}(\theta_D - \theta_1) \] (61)
\[ I_1 \dot{\theta}_1 = -W_1 R_1 + c_{t1}(\dot{\theta}_D - \dot{\theta}_1) + k_{t1}(\theta_D - \theta_1) \] (62)
\[ I_2 \dot{\theta}_2 = W_1 R_2 - c_{t2}(\dot{\theta}_2 - \dot{\theta}_3) - k_{t2}(\theta_2 - \theta_3) \] (63)
\[ I_3 \dot{\theta}_3 = -W_2 R_3 + c_{t2}(\dot{\theta}_2 - \dot{\theta}_3) + k_{t2}(\theta_2 - \theta_3) \] (64)
\[ I_4 \dot{\theta}_4 = W_2 R_4 - c_{t3}(\dot{\theta}_4 - \dot{\theta}_L) - k_{t3}(\theta_4 - \theta_L) \] (65)
\[ I_L \dot{\theta}_L = -T_L + c_{t3}(\dot{\theta}_4 - \dot{\theta}_L) + k_{t3}(\theta_4 - \theta_L) \] (66)

\[ m_1 \ddot{x}_1 = -c \ddot{x}_1 - kx_1 - W_1 \cdot \cos(15.5) \] (67)
\[ m_1 \ddot{y}_1 = -c \ddot{y}_1 - ky_1 + W_1 \cdot \sin(15.5) \] (68)
\[ m_2 \ddot{x}_2 = -c \ddot{x}_2 - kx_2 + W_1 \cdot \cos(15.5) - W_2 \cdot \cos(15.5) \] (69)
\[ m_2 \ddot{y}_2 = -c \ddot{y}_2 - ky_2 - W_1 \cdot \sin(15.5) - W_2 \cdot \sin(15.5) \] (70)
\[ m_3 \ddot{x}_3 = -c \ddot{x}_3 - kx_3 + W_1 \cdot \cos(15.5) \] (71)
\[ m_3 \ddot{y}_3 = -c \ddot{y}_3 - ky_3 + W_2 \cdot \sin(15.5) \] (72)

Figure 46. Two-Stage 12-DOF DGM
\[ W_1 = k_{m1}(\theta_1) \cdot DTE_1 + c_{m1}(R_1 \dot{\theta}_1 - R_2 \dot{\theta}_2) + \cos(15.5) [k_{m1}(x_1 - x_2) + c_{m1}(\dot{x}_1 - \dot{x}_2)] \\
- \sin(15.5) [k_{m1}(y_1 - y_2) + c_{m1}(\dot{y}_1 - \dot{y}_2)] \tag{73} \]

\[ W_2 = k_{m2}(\theta_3) \cdot DTE_2 + c_{m2}(R_3 \dot{\theta}_3 - R_4 \dot{\theta}_4) + \cos(15.5) [k_{m2}(x_2 - x_3) + c_{m2}(\dot{x}_2 - \dot{x}_3)] \\
+ \sin(15.5) [k_{m2}(y_2 - y_3) + c_{m2}(\dot{y}_2 - \dot{y}_3)] \tag{74} \]

By separating the bearing directions, accelerations found from solving the model are more comparable to the accelerometer orientations on the physical testbed. The data collected for this research was obtained from accelerometers placed on the forward bearing hub of the intermediate shaft in vertical and horizontal orientations. The drawback to this DGM is the unrealistic arrangement of having a single bearing per shaft; this is especially true of the intermediate shaft which is acted upon by both dynamic mesh forces but treated as if at one point. The testbed intermediate shaft is, of course, three dimensional, and the dynamic mesh forces act at different locations along the shaft length and cause motions at the bearings strongly influenced by location and proximity. It is therefore necessary to create separate bearings at each shaft end for improved comparisons to accelerometer motion. The result is a 26-DOF DGM described in the next section.
3.3.6. Twenty-Six Degree-of-Freedom Two Stage Dynamic Model Formulation.

The 26-DOF DGM shown in Figure 47 includes translational DOF representations of bearings at the each end of each shaft instead of a single bearing per shaft at each gear center as in the 12-DOF DGM. This model also includes vertical and horizontal motion at each gear. These additional DOFs allow shaft bending stiffness to be represented. The DOFs at the bearings can more closely represent the measured output of horizontally and vertically oriented accelerometers placed on the bearing housing of the gearbox testbed. Another benefit of the increased DOFs is the ability to represent shaft displacement at the gears for comparison to proximity probes installed in the gearbox. This 26-DOF DGM was used in (Diehl and Tang, 2016) to demonstrate the ability of the condition monitoring approach discussed in the present research to characterize a missing gear tooth fault in non-stationary operation.

![Figure 47. Two Stage 26-DOF Model](image)

A necessary complication of including bearings at each shaft end is balancing the dynamic mesh forces, bearing reaction forces and shaft stiffness on the intermediate shaft. This issue is explained in more detail in Chapter 2 in the section discussing shaft bending stiffness.
The 26-DOF DGM is mathematically represented by the six rotational equations-of-motion, (75) through (80), and twenty translational equations-of-motion, (81) through (100), which are coupled by the two dynamic mesh forces, equation (101) and (102).

Equations of rotational DOFs are as follows:

\[ I_D \ddot{\theta}_D = \alpha \cdot T_D - c_{t1}(\dot{\theta}_D - \dot{\theta}_1) - k_{t1}(\theta_D - \theta_1) \]  
(75)

\[ I_1 \ddot{\theta}_1 = -W_1 R_1 + c_{t1}(\dot{\theta}_D - \dot{\theta}_1) + k_{t1}(\theta_D - \theta_1) \]  
(76)

\[ I_2 \ddot{\theta}_2 = W_1 R_2 - c_{t2}(\dot{\theta}_2 - \dot{\theta}_3) - k_{t2}(\theta_2 - \theta_3) \]  
(77)

\[ I_3 \ddot{\theta}_3 = -W_2 R_3 + c_{t2}(\dot{\theta}_2 - \dot{\theta}_3) + k_{t2}(\theta_2 - \theta_3) \]  
(78)

\[ I_4 \ddot{\theta}_4 = W_2 R_4 - c_{t3}(\dot{\theta}_4 - \dot{\theta}_L) - k_{t3}(\theta_4 - \theta_L) \]  
(79)

\[ I_L \ddot{\theta}_L = -T_L + c_{t3}(\dot{\theta}_4 - \dot{\theta}_L) + k_{t3}(\theta_4 - \theta_L) \]  
(80)

Equations of the translational DOFs are as follows:

\[ m_1 \ddot{x}_1 = -c\dot{x}_1 - kx_1 - k_{b1}(x_1 - x_2) \]  
(81)

\[ m_1 \ddot{y}_1 = -c\dot{y}_1 - ky_1 - k_{b1}(y_1 - y_2) \]  
(82)

\[ \begin{align*}
    m_2 \ddot{x}_2 &= +k_{b1}(x_1 - x_2) - k_{b1}(x_2 - x_3) + W_1 \cdot \cos(15.5) \\
    m_2 \ddot{y}_2 &= +k_{b1}(y_1 - y_2) - k_{b1}(y_2 - y_3) - W_1 \cdot \sin(15.5)
\end{align*} \]  
(83)

\[ m_3 \ddot{x}_3 = -c\dot{x}_3 - kx_3 + k_{b1}(x_2 - x_3) \]  
(84)

\[ m_3 \ddot{y}_3 = -c\dot{y}_3 - ky_3 + k_{b1}(y_2 - y_3) \]  
(85)

\[ m_4 \ddot{x}_4 = -c\dot{x}_4 - kx_4 - k_{b2a}(x_4 - x_5) \]  
(86)

\[ m_4 \ddot{y}_4 = -c\dot{y}_4 - ky_4 - k_{b2a}(y_4 - y_5) \]  
(87)

\[ \begin{align*}
    m_5 \ddot{x}_5 &= -k_{b2}(x_5 - x_6) + k_{b2a}(x_4 - x_5) - W_1 \cdot \cos(15.5) \\
    m_5 \ddot{y}_5 &= -k_{b2}(y_5 - y_6) + k_{b2a}(y_4 - y_5) + W_1 \cdot \sin(15.5)
\end{align*} \]  
(88)

\[ m_6 \ddot{x}_6 = +k_{b2}(x_6 - x_7) - k_{b2b}(x_6 - x_7) - W_2 \cdot \cos(15.5) \]  
(89)

\[ m_6 \ddot{y}_6 = +k_{b2}(y_6 - y_7) - k_{b2b}(y_6 - y_7) - W_2 \cdot \sin(15.5) \]  
(90)

\[ m_7 \ddot{x}_7 = -c\dot{x}_7 - kx_7 + k_{b2b}(x_6 - x_7) \]  
(91)

\[ m_7 \ddot{y}_7 = -c\dot{y}_7 - ky_7 + k_{b2b}(y_6 - y_7) \]  
(92)

\[ m_8 \ddot{x}_8 = -c\dot{x}_8 - kx_8 - k_{b3}(x_9 - x_8) \]  
(93)

\[ m_8 \ddot{y}_8 = -c\dot{y}_8 - ky_8 - k_{b3}(y_8 - y_9) \]  
(94)

\[ m_9 \ddot{x}_9 = +k_{b3}(x_8 - x_9) - k_{b3}(x_9 - x_{10}) + W_2 \cdot \cos(15.5) \]  
(95)

\[ m_9 \ddot{y}_9 = +k_{b3}(y_8 - y_9) - k_{b3}(y_9 - y_{10}) + W_2 \cdot \sin(15.5) \]  
(96)

\[ m_{10} \ddot{x}_{10} = -c\dot{x}_{10} - kx_{10} + k_{b3}(x_9 - x_{10}) \]  
(97)

\[ m_{10} \ddot{y}_{10} = -c\dot{y}_{10} - ky_{10} + k_{b3}(y_9 - y_{10}) \]  
(98)
\[ W_1 = k_{m1}(\theta_1) \cdot DTE_1 + c_{m1}(R_1\dot{\theta}_1 - R_2\dot{\theta}_2) + \cos(15.5) [k_{m1}(x_2 - x_3) + c_{m1}(\dot{x}_2 - \dot{x}_3)] \]
\[ - \sin(15.5) [k_{m1}(y_2 - y_3) + c_{m1}(\dot{y}_2 - \dot{y}_3)] \]
\[ + \cos(15.5) [k_{m2}(x_6 - x_9) + c_{m2}(\dot{x}_6 - \dot{x}_9)] \]
\[ \] (101)

\[ W_2 = k_{m2}(\theta_2) \cdot DTE_2 + c_{m2}(R_3\dot{\theta}_3 - R_4\dot{\theta}_4) + \cos(15.5) [k_{m2}(x_6 - x_9) + c_{m2}(\dot{x}_6 - \dot{x}_9)] \]
\[ + \sin(15.5) [k_{m2}(y_6 - y_9) + c_{m2}(\dot{y}_6 - \dot{y}_9)] \]
\[ \] (102)

3.3.7. Two-Stage Dynamic Gear Model Solution Method.

The same solution method employed for the single-stage DGMs, namely Runge Kutta time marching, is used for the two-stage DGM. The two-stage DGMs are written as MATLAB code functions with a call-out function for the 1st stage time-varying- mesh stiffness which is modified to include different fault models when appropriate. A separate mesh stiffness call-out function is used for the 2nd stage. The two-stage DGM is used to simulate non-stationary operation in this research, so the torque factor applied within the DGM code calls out to a torque factor function which changes the torque balance thereby accelerating or decelerating the model speed. The DGMs are solved using 20 kHz time steps which match the experimental data sampling rate.

As in the single-stage DGMs, matrix versions of the two-stage DGM equations-of-motion are used to (1) find initial displacements due to the torque load, (2) obtain eigenvalues/natural frequencies of the model, and (3) compare and/or trouble-shoot the linearized DGM with a modal space solution of the matrix version.

The natural frequencies found from the matrix code for all of the two-stage DGMs discussed are summarized in Table 12. Similar to the single-stage DGM natural frequency comparisons, the incrementally increasing DOF models assist in identifying or associating frequencies with modeled features. Again, the first natural frequency of mode is zero due to rotational rigid body motion. The 2nd and 3rd natural frequencies of the 3-DOF DGM are associated with the mesh stiffness and shift to the 4th and 5th natural frequencies of the 6-DOF DGM, implying that the shafts are relatively flexible and/or the drive and load relatively large inertia. These two frequencies appear to shift to the 7th and 8th natural frequencies in the 9-DOF DGM and then split to the 7th and 9th in the alternative 9-DOF DGM. They
appear in the 10th and 11th natural frequencies in the 12-DOF, but are more difficult to estimate in 26-DOF where many other frequencies appear in the same range. Additional analyses were performed to identify associated parameters with natural frequencies by changing values of stiffness and comparing results. This technique was used as a tool to troubleshoot as well as tune the model during parametric development.

**Table 12.** Natural Frequencies of Two-stage DGMs based on UConn SDSL Testbed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>3-DOF</th>
<th>6-DOF</th>
<th>9-DOF</th>
<th>9a-DOF</th>
<th>12-DOF</th>
<th>26-DOF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2,377</td>
<td>540</td>
<td>521</td>
<td>1,391</td>
<td>531</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4,334</td>
<td>1,060</td>
<td>946</td>
<td>1,628</td>
<td>1,021</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2,237</td>
<td>1,200</td>
<td>1,868</td>
<td>1,613</td>
<td>1,759</td>
<td>744</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>4,273</td>
<td>1,396</td>
<td>2,080</td>
<td>1,759</td>
<td>744</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>6,271</td>
<td>1,466</td>
<td>2,108</td>
<td>1,962</td>
<td>841</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>2,239</td>
<td>2,344</td>
<td>1,972</td>
<td>859</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>4,826</td>
<td>3,387</td>
<td>2,004</td>
<td>882</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>6,721</td>
<td>4,932</td>
<td>2,054</td>
<td>901</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td>2,242</td>
<td>2,150</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
<td>4,878</td>
<td>2,260</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td>6,737</td>
<td>2,320</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2,820</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2,820</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3,620</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3,870</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3,870</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4,430</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4,460</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4,480</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4,660</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5,430</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5,630</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5,740</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6,070</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>8,250</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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3.4. Two-Stage Model Validation with Constant Speed Experimental Data

The following section serves to validate the various DOF models using collected data from the testbed run at constant speed as well as to evaluate the effect of the number of DOF. Since the most damage detection methods are performed on machinery running at constant speeds, comparing healthy and faulty model results and testbed data at constant speed is considered a logical means of validation. The various DOF DGMs are solved for a short duration while running at a constant 820 rpm and loaded at 6.6 Nm to match gearbox test data collected at those conditions. Both healthy and missing tooth fault are modeled and measured for comparison.

Plots of accelerometer data and model acceleration versus time are shown in Figure 48 for healthy and damaged gear (missing tooth) conditions. While the acceleration magnitude range is not the same, the relative increase in magnitude due to the fault and the fault duration are quite similar. The shape of the blip, which is likely an impulse due to the fault, is also similar. The presence of noise in the signal and likelihood of variation make this a somewhat anecdotal comparison, yet still informative.

![Figure 48](image_url)

**Figure 48.** Experimental data and model results for 820 rpm constant speed test: (a) healthy data, (b) healthy model, (c) missing tooth data, and (d) missing tooth model.
When the experimental data and model results are processed with a basic spectrum analysis (i.e., FFT), the Gear Mesh Frequencies (GMF) equal to the shaft speed times number of teeth are expected to be produced (Scheffer and Girdhar, 2004). As such, the first stage gear mesh frequency (GMF1) is expected to be 437 Hz and the second stage gear mesh frequency (GMF2) 262 Hz. These expected frequencies and their integer multiples are listed in Table 13.

Table 13. Expected frequencies (Hz) from gearbox operating at 820 r/min.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Δ GMFa</th>
<th>GMF2</th>
<th>GMF1</th>
<th>2x GMF2</th>
<th>GMF1 + Δ GMF</th>
<th>3x GMF2</th>
<th>2x GMF1</th>
<th>4x GMF2</th>
<th>3x GMF1 and 5x GMF2</th>
<th>4x GMF1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>175</td>
<td>262</td>
<td>437</td>
<td>525</td>
<td>612</td>
<td>787</td>
<td>875</td>
<td>1050</td>
<td>1312</td>
<td>1750</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GMF: gear mesh frequency

aThe difference between gear mesh frequency of the first and second gear pairs.

The spectrum results of unfiltered experimental data and various DOF DGM results are presented in Figures 49 through 54. Peak frequencies are labeled and show many of the same frequency changes and features indicating gear damage.

While simple models are desirable because they are solved more quickly, the number of DOFs affects the frequency content and relative frequency magnitudes as seen in these spectrum plots. It is also desirable to have DOFs within the models that are closely analogous to the positions, motions and directions of the measured locations of the physical gearbox. Additionally, for the purposes of this research, GMF1 and multiples are prioritized since the first stage pinion is the location of the seeded faults and therefore the frequencies of expected changes.

The spectrum plot of the 3-DOF DGM shown in Figure 49 is based on the rotation of the intermediate shaft. The 4th multiple of GMF1 of this model is exaggerated compared to the other frequencies below 2000 Hz, and GMF2 frequencies are barely present. The fewer DOFs lack the flexibility to respond to the second stage meshing forces which are smaller than the first stage dynamic mesh forces since the second stage mesh stiffness is less. The 6-DOF DGM adds shaft flexibility and additional rotational inertias which results in more frequency content than the 3-DOF DGM as shown in
Figure 20, including exaggerated 4\textsuperscript{th} multiple of GMF2 rather than the 4\textsuperscript{th} multiple of GMF1. Both the 9-DOF (Figure 51) and alternative 9-DOF (Figure 22) DGMs have translational DOFs which more closely reflect the physical motion of the accelerometers than the purely rotational DGMs. The 9-DOF DMGs also show relative frequency distributions more similar to the measured frequency distribution, with the exception of exaggerated 2\textsuperscript{nd} multiple of GMF2. The 12-DOF DGM in Figure 53 shows reduced 2\texttimes\text{GMF2} and increased 3\texttimes\text{GMF2}, 2\texttimes\text{GMF1}, 4\texttimes\text{GMF2} and 3\texttimes\text{GMF1} content. The 26-DOF DGM in Figure 24 captures the large 3\texttimes\text{GMF2} and 2\texttimes\text{GMF1} found in the actual data, as well as reducing 2\texttimes\text{GMF2} which is also closer to the actual data. As noted, the key frequencies for this investigation are multiples of GMF1, especially 2\texttimes\text{GMF1} and 3\texttimes\text{GMF1}. These are captured by the 26-DOF DGM as are the prominent GMF2 frequencies. There remain some frequencies out of proportion in the 26-DOF DGM, especially in high frequencies. An interesting but unusable result was achieved when the shaft bending stiffnesses were magnified by several orders of magnitude. The frequency distributions were much closer to the actual measured data, but the models were extremely “stiff” and incredibly slow to solve. This is an area worthy of further investigation into other numerical solution methods and strategies for increasing solution speeds. For this investigation the 26-DOF DGM is considered sufficiently complex to capture the dynamic behavior of the physical gearbox and, as will be demonstrated, a platform for gear fault models.
Figure 49. Spectrum analysis of experimental data and 3 DOF DGM results for 820 rpm constant speed test: (a) healthy data, (b) healthy model. ① - 1st stage gear mesh frequency, ② - 2nd stage gear mesh frequency.
Figure 50. Spectrum analysis of experimental data and 6 DOF DGM results for 820 rpm constant speed test: (a) healthy data, (b) healthy model. ① - 1st stage gear mesh frequency, ② - 2nd stage gear mesh frequency.
Figure 51. Spectrum analysis of experimental data and 9 DOF DGM results for 820 rpm constant speed test: (a) healthy data, (b) healthy model. (1) - 1st stage gear mesh frequency, (2) - 2nd stage gear mesh frequency.
**Figure 52.** Spectrum analysis of experimental data and alternative 9 DOF DGM results for 820 rpm constant speed test: (a) healthy data, (b) healthy model. ① - 1st stage gear mesh frequency, ② - 2nd stage gear mesh frequency.
Figure 53. Spectrum analysis of experimental data and 12 DOF DGM results for 820 rpm constant speed test: (a) healthy data, (b) healthy model. ① - 1st stage gear mesh frequency, ② - 2nd stage gear mesh frequency.
Figure 54. Spectrum analysis of experimental data and 26 DOF DGM results for 820 rpm constant speed test: (a) healthy data, (b) healthy model. ⊙ - 1st stage gear mesh frequency, ⊚ - 2nd stage gear mesh frequency.
To demonstrate one of the fault models described in Chapter 2, test data with a seeded fault (missing tooth) in first stage pinion and operating at the same constant speed conditions used above were recorded and compared to the 26 DOF model results with modeled missing tooth fault. The spectrum results of unfiltered experimental data and model results are presented in Figure 55. Peak frequencies are labeled and show many of the same frequency changes and features indicating gear damage.

**Figure 55.** Spectrum analysis of experimental data and model results for 820 rpm constant speed test: (a) healthy data, (b) healthy model, (c) damaged (missing tooth) data, and (d) damaged model. ⊙ - 1st stage gear mesh frequency, ⊙ - 2nd stage gear mesh frequency.

The two primary fault indicators in a gear system spectrum analysis are the increased magnitude at multiples of the gear mesh frequency and the sideband prevalence near the primary gear mesh frequencies and integer multiples (Randall, 1982). The expected magnitude increase at the gear mesh frequencies and multiples, as well as the presence of side-band frequency content, are present in both test and model results. These frequency plots, while validating that the model captures many of the effects of gear damage, also reaffirm the difficulty achieving perfect agreement between the data and model. Many of
the peaks are disproportionate, with the low frequency content being particularly under-represented in the model, requiring a zoomed window to show this detail. In spite of these shortcomings, this data and model comparison demonstrates the ability of the DGM to capture the behavior of the physical gearbox and represent a damaged gear.
Chapter 4 – Signal Processing with the Harmonic Wavelet Transform

Condition monitoring of rotating machinery has historically been performed on machines operating at constant speeds by processing vibration data with the fast Fourier transform (FFT) into the frequency domain. Nevertheless, FFT and other frequency-domain techniques are not well suited for analyzing non-stationary signals such as machinery with changing speeds (Peng and Chu, 2004). One important example is the operation of a wind turbine whose rotational speed is, in part, dependent on wind speed. The non-stationary complication can be overcome by remaining in the time-domain or by applying time-frequency techniques (Jardine et al, 2006; Lee et al, 2014; Kan et al, 2015). Time-frequency domain analysis reveals the waveform energy distribution across both time and frequency, and can be useful to identify transient events as well as fault patterns. Examples of time-frequency distribution techniques are the short-time Fourier Transform (STFT), Wigner–Ville distribution (WVD) and wavelet transforms (WT). The STFT segments a signal into discrete time windows to find the frequency content in that window, but window size limits the resolution, making STFT only effective for analysis on slowly changing non-stationary signals (Jardine et al, 2006). While WVD does not segment time as STFT, it is susceptible to interference between “cross terms” that can cause misleading results (Peng and Chu, 2004). WT is conceptually similar to FFT except localized functions, called “mother wavelets”, are used instead of sinusoidal functions, allowing the time of an event to be retained. Wavelets are useful in condition monitoring for their ability to characterize frequency and time content within a signal to find faults in rotating equipment as documented in (Heng et al, 2009; Omar et al, 2012; Yan et al, 2014).

Among mother wavelets, the Harmonic Wavelet Transform (HWT) (Newland, 1993) in particular is well suited for analyzing gear vibration since it is similar to the natural occurring structure of vibration waves (Bonel-Cerdan and Nikolajsen, 1997; Liu et al, 1997; Newland, 1999; Yen and Lin, 2000). The HWT mother wavelet is derived in a manner which makes it a logical choice for analyzing vibration signals. Additionally, HWT has shown promise in identifying faults in non-stationary gear vibration signals (Samuel et al, 2000; Lu et al, 2012). What follows is the analysis of both experimental test data
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and DGM results to demonstrate how these two methods can be used in conjunction to identify gear fault
types as well as gear fault severity in non-stationary gearboxes.

4.1 Harmonic Wavelet Transform Background

Newland introduced the Harmonic Wavelet Transform (HWT) which has several advantages over
other wavelets in capturing frequency and time content (Newland, 1993). One of the main advantages
arises from the derivation that begins in the frequency domain as a step function, so the bandwidth of
each wavelet is well defined. Equation 1 and Figure 56 present the band limited step function in the
frequency domain, where m and n define the band limits.

\[
W_{m,n}(\omega) = \begin{cases} 
\frac{1}{2\pi(n-m)} & \text{for } m(2\pi) \leq \omega < n(2\pi), \\
0 & \text{elsewhere} 
\end{cases} 
\tag{1}
\]

Figure 56. Harmonic Wavelet in the Frequency Domain

Transforming this step wave from the frequency domain to the time domain creates the harmonic
wavelet expressed in Equation 2, where the integer k is the translational parameter, and plotted for
example values of m and n in Figure 57.

\[
w_{mnk}(t) = e^{i2\pi(n-m)} - e^{i2\pi(n-k(2\pi))} 
\tag{2}
\]
Another advantage of the HWT over other wavelet transforms is the relative ease in its implementation, since it can be constructed with an algorithm which uses the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) and Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFF). Figure 58 presents a schematic of Newland’s algorithm.

Because HWT are formed in the frequency domain, there is minimal leakage between frequency bands. Effective HWT implementation simply requires the choice of bandwidths (levels) that will efficiently represent the desired features. This is not necessarily an easy or universal choice. The
resolutions of time and frequency are always compromises in time-frequency analyses due to the uncertainty principle. The division of frequency and time, or “partition,” does not necessarily need to form a specific pattern (Newland, 1994), but a consistent partition between analyses is needed to make detailed comparisons. In this analysis several different resolutions are discussed and used to search for gear faults. For the 4 seconds of 20kHz data, partitions based on 12.5 Hz frequency resolution and 0.08 seconds time resolution (referred to as 800x50), 25 Hz 0.04 seconds (referred to as 400x100), and 100 Hz and 0.01 seconds (referred to as 100x400) are demonstrated. The 800x50 and 100x400 resolutions were selected to analyze a portion of the operating profile where the shaft speed approaches 25Hz, causing sideband spacing at 25 Hz and fault impacts at 0.04 second intervals; the first resolution is necessary to reveal sidebands in the frequency and the second to reveal the occurrence of fault impacts.

4.2 Harmonic Wavelet Transform Implementation.

The output of a signal processed with HWT is a matrix of coefficients arranged with time columns and frequency rows, where the magnitude of each coefficient represents the signal energy. A contour plot of this matrix of coefficients is used to visualize the distribution of energy with time and frequency. When applied to the vibration of a non-stationary gear set, the HWT contour plot is expected to contain energy concentrated along regions that are multiples of the gear mesh frequency.

Figure 59 shows color contour plots, or wavelet maps, of the HWT coefficients for the constant speed tests previously shown in the two-stage DGM validation section, with test data and DGM results for healthy and missing tooth fault. HWT is applied to the 4 second constant speed tests with the 400x100 partition which creates a 400 row, 100 column matrix of coefficients. Wavelet maps indicate the energy distribution with frequency on the vertical axis and time on the horizontal axis. A contour color scale was chosen so white-to-blueish colors represent regions of low energy and reddish-to-black regions represent higher energy. The magnitude of the coefficients was adjusted to use the same contour scales for both processed data and model results. The fault’s influence on the vibration in both time and frequency is easily recognizable, especially in the DGM simulation.
The disruption due to the missing tooth appears as a pulse in the HWTs of the damaged gear at approximately the rate of input shaft rotation, 820 rev/min or 13.7 Hz, for a period of 0.073 seconds. This figure demonstrates the capability of HWT and DGM to characterize a fault in the signal. It also highlights a major benefit of using a DGM to build fault libraries, as the fault signature is more easily distinguishable in the gear fault model DGM signal than it is in the noisy damaged experimental data.

To demonstrate the non-stationary capability, the 4-second motor speed-time profile used by (Lu et al, 2012) and shown in Figure 60a (also shown in Chapter 2 Figure 3) is used. The speed increases from stop to 10 Hz (600 rpm) after one second, then increases up to 25 Hz (1500 rpm) at two seconds, and maintains this speed to three seconds before decelerating to a stop. This speed profile is used as a representative non-stationary operation benchmark and was also used in (Diehl et al, 2012) and (Diehl and Tang, 2016). It is important to note that the speed-time profile described here represents the control
message to the motor, and that actual motor speed varies with each run. The test data used in the discussions which follow are selected from multiple runs and used for general comparison rather than precise matching since the expected variation between test runs, including actual speed profile and random noise, make detailed comparisons difficult. Operating the testbed repeatedly, with the same speed command profile, returns significantly different measured/actual speed profile results in both timing and shaft speed as seen in Figure 60b.

![Figure 60. Speed-time profile (a) input and (b) actual.](image)

Figure 61 presents a comparison of test data with healthy gear and missing tooth and model results with the measured speed-time profiles and processed with HWT. Note that the speed-profile of the healthy test was used for the healthy DGM, and likewise, the damaged gear test speed-profile was used for the damaged DGM. The measured motor speed multiplied by the number of teeth in the first stage pinion is the anticipated Gear Mesh Frequency (GMF1), and the second stage pinion times the intermediate shaft speed is GMF2. These GMF frequency-time profiles and their integer multiples are the kinematic behavior of the system and are superimposed on the contour plots of Figure 61 for both gear stages. The energy distribution in the HWT plots matches many of these GMFs and multiples.
Visual comparisons of the HWT contour plots in Figure 61 reveal differences between the healthy and damaged cases in both experimental data and model results. While the healthy-damaged differences are not entirely consistent between data and model, there are fault feature trends in common, such as the increase in magnitude in GMF2 and widening of the regions near and around GMF1. While these contour plots aid in visualizing the wave map, the subtle numerical differences within the coefficient matrix contain feature patterns to be used to build libraries within pattern recognition algorithms. Considering the speed variation in test data and also factoring in random noise, the test data is mostly useful for representative or anecdotal comparisons. The benefits of using a DGM to compare healthy and faulty behavior include the repeatability of speed profile and minimal noise, besides artifacts of the numerical integration, allowing for more direct comparisons, isolating the differences due to the faults.

This variation can be mimicked by the DGM, but data-driven approaches are generally unable to account for this variation. To demonstrate the effectiveness of comparing healthy and faulty DGM,
Figure 62 presents a contour plot of the subtraction of a damaged gear DGM HWT coefficient matrix from a healthy one when both use the same speed-profile. The ability to control the speed of the DGM precisely enables isolation of the effects of the damaged gear on the energy distribution in frequency and time. A noteworthy feature in Figure 62 is the similarity within the relatively constant speed region to the pulses found in the constant speed results of Figure 59. These pulses represent a potential feature that a pattern recognition algorithm can use when developing fault libraries and are investigated further in a later section which uses refined time resolution.

Figure 62. Contour plot of difference between HWTs at 400x100 resolution of healthy and damaged model results, with gear mesh frequencies (GMF) and integer harmonics superimposed.
4.3 HWT Applied to Data and DGM for Different Fault Types

The color scale represents energy intensity of the contour plots, therefore characterizing the energy distribution of the vibration signal with respect to both frequency and time. The contour plots used throughout this section are presented with consistent scales for comparison between fault types and fault severity; although a different scale is used for test data and model results. Since the purpose of the contour plots is visualizing the HWT coefficients, the contour level and scale are selected for best presentation, but the HWT coefficient values have more subtle distribution, therefore closer inspection of the changes due to faults is made by focusing on particular times or frequencies and taking “slices” through the coefficient matrix. Slices through a particular time represent snapshots of the frequency spectrum, and slices through a particular frequency reveal the time history at that frequency, although the operating speed needs to be relatively steady for this time history to be meaningful.

The presence of a fault in the frequency domain is indicated by increases in the magnitude of gear mesh frequency integer multiples and the presence and increase of side-bands around those frequencies (Norton et al, 2003). Sidebands develop due to shaft rotation frequency modulation with the higher gear mesh frequency (GMF) and are typical of localized gear faults.

Sidebands typically appear symmetrically at intervals equal to the shaft speed frequency about the GMF multiples. If the frequency resolution is low, then the sidebands appear as thicker, darker areas around the GMF lines on HWT contour plots. Changes in the HWT contour plots with varied faults are differences in vibration signal energy distribution due to the gear fault type or severity, suggesting a unique characteristic or feature to be associated with that fault type. Finding particular fault features can make them identifiable in pattern recognition applications.

The goal of this analysis is to use the DGM to characterize these features. Sidebands found within the slices of test data HWT contour plots are often inconsistent, as is expected not only because of noise and variation but also because the fault is intermittent and the slices through the HWT are at specific times. The data must therefore be analyzed carefully to extract sideband content. A selective process which
identifies only peaks on each side of the GMF in the test data is applied to find the average sideband value across all the test runs performed.

Contour time-frequency plots of HWT processed experimental test data and corresponding model results are presented side-by-side in Figure 63 at 800x50 resolution and Figure 64 at 100x400 resolution. The plots include healthy gear operation and four types of faults: chipped tooth, missing tooth, root crack, and spall. The basic shape of the speed profile from Figure 60 is evident in all graphs with varying intensity. The lines superimposed on the contour plots shown in all the graphs represent the gear mesh frequency of the first stage gear pair (GMF1) and second stage gear pair (GMF2) and integer multiples, referred to as 2xGMF1, 2xGMF2, 3xGMF1, 3xGMF2…etc. These frequencies are usually the largest in gearbox vibration signals. This discussion focuses on the relatively flat plateau region of the speed profile which is 1500 rpm (25 Hz) in the command speed profile but in the actual speed profile typically rises gradually within the range 1350 and 1450 rpm. The vertical double arrowed section lines on Figure 64 represent times slices located approximately at 2.4 seconds, when the speed reaches 1400 rpm in most of the tests. This is where much of the analysis which follows focuses. Table 14 summarizes the expected gear mesh frequencies when the machine operates at that speed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GMF2</th>
<th>GMF1</th>
<th>2x GMF2</th>
<th>3x GMF2</th>
<th>2x GMF1</th>
<th>4x GMF2</th>
<th>3x GMF1 and 5x GMF2</th>
<th>6x GMF2</th>
<th>4x GMF1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>450</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>1350</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>1800</td>
<td>2250</td>
<td>2700</td>
<td>3000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Approximately 1400 rpm
GMF: gear mesh frequency

The frequency slice locations indicated in Figure 63 and used for discussion are taken at approximately 1500 Hz which corresponds to 2xGMF1 between 2.3 and 2.5 seconds.
Figure 63. HWT contour plots at 800x50 resolution of (a) healthy data, (b) healthy model, (c) chip 5 data, (d) chip 5 model, (e) missing tooth data, (f) missing tooth model, (g) root crack data, (h) root crack model, (i) spall data, and (j) spall model. Gear mesh frequencies (GMF) and integer harmonics superimposed.
Figure 64. HWT contour plots at 100x400 resolution of (a) healthy data, (b) healthy model, (c) chip 5 data, (d) chip 5 model, (e) missing tooth data, and (f) missing tooth model. Gear mesh frequencies (GMF) and integer harmonics superimposed.
4.4 HWT Used for DGM Validation

This model was previously validated using spectrum analysis of constant speed test data and model in Chapter 3. Here test data and DGM results are compared via slices through the HWT. Figure 65 shows a comparison of contour plot vertical slices of Figures 63a and 63b. The overlain frequency maps of both test and model in Figure 65 reveal the presence of first and second gear mesh frequencies (GMF1 and GMF2) and their first second and third multiples in both test data and model marked by numbered circles. The values of GMF2 and multiples are relatively small in the test data, likely due to the location of the accelerometer closer to the first stage than the second. There is relatively low noise between GMFs and multiples in both test data and DGM results in this healthy state comparison, allowing for observation of changes due to faults. As will be seen in the sections demonstrating gear fault comparisons, faults often fill the regions between GMFs. The model shows much more high frequency content than the tests. This is a disparity attributed to factors such as damping, model natural frequency and features not modeled. The model damping is linear and based on the first natural frequency of an impact test, and therefore does not attenuate these higher frequencies.

Figure 65. Vertical slices of HWT contour plots at 2.4 seconds of healthy test data (—) and model results (---) at 800x50 resolution. ① - 1st stage gear mesh frequency, ② - 2nd stage gear mesh frequency.
The natural frequencies of the lumped parameter DGM summarized in Table 15 (repeated from Chapter 3) include many in the region above 3000 Hz while few response frequencies above 3000 Hz were found from hammer tests of the gearbox shafts and housing. Many of these frequencies are due to the combination of bearing stiffness and shaft bending stiffnesses since they shift when these parameter are changed. A notable observation was made when increasing the shaft bending stiffnesses by several orders of magnitude: the high frequency content was much improved but the model solution speed was reduced dramatically. The solution speed became so slow as to make this model unusable for the intended investigations. This is attributed to the differential equations becoming “stiff”. Other solution methods than the 4th order Runge-Kutta were attempted without successfully increasing the solution speed to an acceptable, usable rate. This finding, however, demonstrates a potential solution warranting further investigation in future research.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 15. DGM Natural frequencies (Hz)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2820</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other aspects contributing to the difference between test data and DGM results includes omission of features in the model. These include the attenuation effects of the transmission path at the bearing housing and the natural filtering effects of the instrumentation are not considered in the DGM. While these modeling issues exaggerate some frequencies, the differences between healthy DGM and fault models are easily identified and the overall comparison of healthy test data and DGM results is quite good below 2500 Hz. The presence of the expected frequencies in both test and model validates that the model captures the basic kinematic behavior of the gearbox.
4.5 DGM Sensitivity to Fault Type

The frequency behavior of measured faults and modeled faults is expected to be unique since the
stiffness variations due to the faults are also unique as demonstrated in Figures 16 through 19 of Chapter
2. Slices through the contour plots for each fault type shown in Figures 63 and 64 are shown in Figures
66 through 70 and discussed below. Note that coefficient ranges as well as frequency ranges vary
amongst these graphs to assist in highlighting areas of interest. For this discussion the chipped tooth and
missing tooth faults are grouped together and the root crack and spall also grouped since these faults have
several in-common traits.

4.5.1 Chipped Tooth and Missing Tooth Faults

The chipped tooth fault and missing tooth fault both disrupt the varying mesh stiffness pattern by
removing a portion and briefly changing the number of teeth pairs sharing the load, therefore causing the
contact ratio to momentarily change. The reduction of teeth pairs can also result in an impact when the
next undamaged teeth pair collide before resuming the regular mesh pattern. The sudden change in mesh
stiffness pattern causes vibration changes, and the periodic nature is reflected in the frequency content.

The chip used for this discussion is referred to as “chip 5” since it is the largest of the five chip sizes
discussed in the next section. Figures 66a and 66b show the vertical slices through the contour plots of
Figures 63a, 63b, 63c and 63d to compare the healthy and chip fault frequency behavior. Figure 67a
shows the vertical slices of healthy and missing tooth test data contour plots from Figures 63a and 63c,
and Figure 68b shows the vertical slices of the corresponding model results.

The changes to frequency content in the slices for these two faults have much in common, which is
expected since a missing tooth can be thought of as a severe case of a chipped tooth although the test data
indicates more changes in magnitudes and sidebands than the missing tooth. The most readily apparent
changes in both chipped and missing tooth are the activity around all three GMF1 multiples where
sidebands appear. The region around 2xGMF1 is found to be especially important as will be discussed in
the section on chip size. The results of a sideband search show an increase around 2xGMF1 of approximately 170% for chip 5 and 80% for the missing tooth compared to the healthy baseline floor which had few genuine sidebands, as expected. The DGM predicts an approximate 900% increase for chip 5 and 1250% for the missing tooth sidebands compared to the very low floor of the healthy DGM baseline on either side of 2xGMF1. The missing tooth fault model used in the DGM produces a larger
change in the mesh stiffness than the chip fault model causing a larger effect on the vibration. The majority of peaks at GMF multiples show no clear trends for the chip faults nor the missing tooth fault in test data or fault model results. Many of the peaks decreased in both test data and model results from the healthy condition. The peak at 2xGMF1 reinforces the sideband situation where the model predicts a larger value for the missing tooth than chip 5 but the data indicates the reverse. The missing tooth in the physical gear completely eliminates a gear tooth pair impact with each shaft revolution, and while the change to the mesh pattern causes vibration, the tip of the chipped tooth causes an impact onto its gear counterpart the missing tooth does not experience. The missing tooth fault is also aided by the high contact ratio used in the test rig, since a missing tooth in a lower contact ratio gearset is a much more severe fault. This may explain the counterintuitive discrepancy between prediction and test data, suggesting that the missing tooth fault model requires refinement.

Figure 68 shows a horizontal slice through the 100x400 resolution HWT contour plot of Figures 64a through 64f in the vicinity of 2xGMF1 (1500 Hz) to provide a time history of the events when the shaft speed is approximately 1400 rpm or 23 Hz. The resolution of this HWT slice (0.01 seconds) favors time to reveal impact events taking place at approximately 0.04 second intervals which is close to every shaft revolution. Figure 68a shows that the test data for chip 5 has larger periodic peak magnitudes than the missing tooth. Figure 68b indicates that the missing tooth DGM fault model has greater magnitude than the chip 5 fault model. The conclusion drawn is that the missing tooth fault model is either exaggerating the effect of the mesh variation or the chip 5 fault model does not sufficiently capture the impact behavior. Using the time history together with the frequency of the HWT, and changing the resolutions to target particular frequencies allows for better characterization of the fault behavior and to identify areas for improving the fault models.

Besides sidebands and GMF peaks, faults may produce frequency content in between the expected bands. An example is found in the DGM results for the missing tooth where a region around 1700 – 2000 Hz, highlighted in the figures by a dashed oval, shows little change from the healthy condition, approximately 30% excluding the band just around 1800 where 3xGMF2 has a peak. Similarly, the test
results in this region only increase 10% for the missing tooth. The frequency content in this region for chip 5 increases by 250% and 110% in the model and test data, respectively. Another example is the region between 3xGMF1 and 4xGMF1, which is 2350 – 2950 Hz. In both test data and model the missing tooth fault has a larger increase in average energy content for this region; the test data increases by 30% for chip 5 and 85% for the missing tooth while the model increases 500% for chip 5 and 800% for the missing tooth. Referring back to Figures 63c through 63f confirms this is a region of more activity in the contour plot for the missing tooth than for chip 5 in both test data and model. While not definitive, this approach to investigating common patterns of fault behavior is a useful tool for identifying features where fault models can predict fault features. A similar approach is used in the discussion of root crack and spall faults which follows.

Figure 68. Horizontal slices of HWT contour plots at 1500 Hz of healthy and different faults for (a) test data and (b) model results at 100x400 resolution.
4.5.2 Root Crack and Spalled Tooth Faults

The root crack and spalled tooth faults are similar in that the stiffness of a single tooth is reduced by the defect rather than removed or ended early. The crack and spall faults, purposefully selected as challenging tests of fault detection, are more difficult to detect and distinguish than the chip and missing tooth and have features not easily modeled. For instance, an important aspect of a real root crack omitted from the test sample and fault model in this investigation is the opening and closing of the crack which can generate chatter-like impacts in the vibration. The seeded fault in the tested gear was made using a wire cut leaving a substantial gap at the simulated crack, so this feature is not an issue but noteworthy nonetheless. The real cracked tooth will also tend to vibrate at its local natural frequencies after initial impact more readily and at lower frequencies than the other healthy teeth; a feature not included in the model. Features not modeled but existing in the real spall include lose of contact surface area changing the contact stiffness and missing surface material changing the friction between the damaged tooth and mating gear tooth. Lube oil retained within the gap in the cracked tooth and within the pit of the spall may also change the local damping and further periodically disrupt the meshing process. The combined effects of these omitted fault features are believed to have contributed to significant differences in test data and DGM results. As will be seen, both fault models produce has very little difference in lower frequencies, below 2000 Hz. The test data does contain differences to the magnitudes and sidebands around GMF multiples in this range similar to the chip and missing tooth faults due to the disruption of normal meshing. Rather than attempt to make direct comparisons between the test data and DGM fault model HWT results, the severities of the fault models are increased to highlight the particular signatures uncovered between prominent frequencies.

Other researchers of gear cracks and spalls have found identifying them to be challenging. Increases in the prominent frequency gaps have also been observed as identifiers by other researchers of these fault types. Spur gear crack simulation studies such as (Wu et al, 2008) and (Mohammed et al, 2015) found modest to no indication below 30% crack which is approximately the crack size used in our testbed, suggesting that crack models in this range yield less obvious vibration signatures.
data and a 12-DOF single-stage DGM were compared by (Ma et al, 2015) for four crack depths, including some spectral analysis which was found to be inconclusive regarding measured crack size. The researchers were able to use empirical mode decomposition along with statistical indicators to identify the larger cracks (50% and 60%) but had mixed results for smaller cracks. Researchers using spall models include (Jia and Howard, 2006) who used a 26-DOF two-stage DGM to compare a tooth crack and spall models, (Chaari et al, 2008) who used an eight-DOF single-stage DGM to compare spalls and chipped teeth models, (Endo et al, 2009) who used a static analysis method to compare FEA models and experiments of varying sizes of tooth cracks and spalls in a differential diagnosis technique based on auto-regressive filters, and (Ma et al, 2012) (not the same researcher as (Ma et al, 2015)) who used a two-DOF single-stage model and test rig to compare four different spall sizes. Of these spall fault studies, only (Chaari et al, 2008) and (Ma et al, 2012) used spectrum comparisons to healthy gear, and (Chaari et al, 2008) was purely model based. The spectrum plots of DGM results and experimental data presented by (Ma et al, 2012) showed increased frequency content between gear mesh frequency multiples, which suggests the similar peaks identified in our results have physical meaning. The research discussed above show that while identifying small root cracks and spalls in models and tests is possible, there exist opportunities to further develop models of these fault types.

To characterize the root crack and spall faults, their severities are increased and the results used for an apples-to-apples comparison. The root crack fault model is increased from 30% to 50% through the tooth thickness, and the spall fault model depth is doubled. The results are presented in Figures 69 and 70, showing vertical slices through the HWT contour plots from Figures 63h and 63j, respectively, with frequency range extended up to 6000 Hz. Both fault models begin to show significant increases above 3xGMF1, approximately 2300 Hz. The frequency content in regions between gear mesh frequencies and other bands believed to be indicative of the presence of faults is presented in Table 16 for comparison. The values in the table represent average percentage increases of the root crack and spall models compared to the healthy DGM results for frequency regions between spikes indicated by the boxed numbers in the table and both Figures 69 and 70. The average increase in frequency content in these
regions can be used to quantify the amount of energy increase. Some regions with increased energy above the healthy baseline do not increase with these fault size changes while others do. This parametric approach reveals particular traits of the fault model that can inform the search in real data.

In region 1, between 3xGMF1 and 4xGMF1, the average frequency content increases by approximately 25% and 70% for increased crack size, while the larger spall has the same 45% increase as the smaller spall. Similarly, region 6, 5400 – 6000 Hz increases with a larger crack while the spall has the same increase regardless of size. Both fault size increases create larger changes in region 2, which is between 4xGMF1 and 5xGMF1, with the root crack size having greater effect than the larger spall. Region 3, which includes 9xGMF2, 4050 Hz, has very little change in either spall size while the crack a modest 25% change. Region 4 between 4600 and 4900 Hz has greater spall energy increase than the root crack for both sizes. And finally, the narrow band of region 5, which is between 11xGMF2 and 7xGMF1, shows increases in both root crack and spall and relatively little difference due to size. These comparisons demonstrate subtle yet measurable changes the fault model type has on the energy distribution found from taking the HWT of the changing signal. Taking slices through the HWT contour plot helps the discussion of results, but the future implementation will use pattern recognition algorithms across the entire HWT mapping including impacts events in the time domain as well as frequency content.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 16. Average Increases of Crack and Spall Fault Model Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frequency Bands [Hz]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fault Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 69. Vertical slices of HWT contour plots at 2.4 seconds of healthy (—), 30% root crack (---), and 50% root crack (---) model results at 800x50 resolution, 0-6000 Hz.

Figure 70. Vertical slices of HWT contour plots at 2.4 seconds of healthy (—), spall (---), and 2 x spall (---) model results at 800x50 resolution, 0-6000 Hz.
4.5.3 Fault Type DGM Differential

Subtracting the healthy DGM from the faulty DGM HWT matrices, a differential contour plot can be created to help visualize the effects of the various faults on the energy distribution in the vibration signal. Figure 71 presents differential contour plots of the four fault types. The differential concept is quite similar to the residuals often used in other fault detection methods. Because the speed of the model is controlled to operate at the same speed profile each time, each matrix cell represents the same frequency and instant in time, and any difference is attributable to the fault. This eliminates the influence of the variation between tests and random noise to isolate the changes in energy distribution.

The HWT differentials of the chipped tooth (Figure 71a) and missing tooth (Figure 71b) show the largest differences, especially in the high frequency range, which, as previously noted, are exaggerated by the model due to the type of damping and DGM natural frequency excitation. These coincide with the increases seen in Figures 66 and 67 but show the entire time history of changes to the frequency content, highlighting increases around GMF1 and 2xGMF1, where the missing tooth fault model has larger magnitude. The root crack (Figure 71c) HWT differential shows energy increase around GMF3 in the vicinity of the plateau, while the spall (Figure 71d) has only minor energy differences in the range of 2500 Hz and higher. As noted earlier, the root crack and spall fault models require further investigation and refinement, but their model signatures appear to be distinguishable. While there are increases in magnitude in the test data not present in the model results and vice versa and the fault models require further development and refinement, the overall comparison demonstrates the capacity of the fault model to mimic potentially key fault features and predict others. As will be seen in the next section, the chip fault model results in a feature, sidebands around 2xGMF1, which grows with increased fault severity as does the test data.
Figure 71. Contour plots of the HWT differential between healthy and (a) chip 5, (b) missing tooth, (c) root crack, and (d) spall model results at 800x50 resolution. Gear mesh frequencies (GMF) and integer harmonics superimposed.
4.6 Test Data and DGM Sensitivity to Fault Severity

Increasing chip fault severity HWT contour plots are shown in Figures 72a through 72l featuring healthy and five levels of chip for test data and DGM results with 800x50 resolution which favors frequency. Figures 73a through 73l show the same data processed with HWT of 100x400 resolution favoring time. Note that the chipped tooth fault described in the previous section is chip 5 in these figures. Section arrows are drawn through the Figure 72 contour plots at approximately 2.4 seconds to assist in discussing the results, taking vertical slices of the HWT matrix at that location, while horizontal section arrows are shown in Figure 73 indicating short duration slices taken through 1500 Hz for comparison.

Figure 74 shows HWT coefficient versus frequency plots resulting from these vertical slices of Figure 72 with boxes highlighting the regions around GMF1, 2xGMF1 and 3xGMF1 where sidebands appear. The sidebands tend to grow around all three GMF multiples in the test data, but those around 2xGMF1 were found to have a repeatable and consistent trend. Therefore the discussion of chip severity focuses on this region.
Figure 72. HWT contour plots at 800x50 resolution of (a) healthy data, (b) healthy model, (c) chip 1 data, (d) chip 1 model, (e) chip 2 data, (f) chip 2 model, (g) chip 3 data, (h) chip 3 model, (i) chip 4 data, (j) chip 4 model, (k) chip 5 data, (l) chip 5 model. Gear mesh frequencies (GMF) and integer harmonics superimposed.
Figure 73. HWT contour plots at 100x400 resolution of (a) healthy data, (b) healthy model, (c) chip 1 data, (d) chip 1 model, (e) chip 2 data, (f) chip 2 model, (g) chip 3 data, (h) chip 3 model, (i) chip 4 data, (j) chip 4 model, (k) chip 5 data, (l) chip 5 model. Gear mesh frequencies (GMF) and integer harmonics superimposed.
Figure 74. Vertical slices of HWT contour plots at 2.4 seconds of healthy and increasing chip size for (a) test data and (b) model results at 800x50 resolution.

Figure 75 zooms into +/- 100 Hz around 2xGMF1, but note that the data shown in 26a are selected from different test runs and sections in the vicinity of 2.4 and intended to demonstrate representative average sidebands found in this range. Since the HWT coefficient matrix includes the timing of events as well as frequency, adjacent temporal columns of the matrix are not consistent. Additionally, distinguishing what is and is not a sideband in the data requires some decision criteria, so great care has been taken to fairly select peaks. Future efforts will use pattern recognition algorithms with optimized decision criteria for identification. Also, the resolution chosen for the analysis also plays a key role in distinguishing sidebands, which are typically found symmetrically to each side of GMF multiples at intervals equaling orders of the gear rotation frequency, in this case approximately 23-25 Hz or just twice the frequency resolution. At this relatively low resolution some sidebands tend to blur and combine with peaks, appearing as wider areas around the base and sides of the GMF. The sidebands which form in the DGM around the base of 2xGMF1 shown in Figure 75b extend beyond the gear rotation frequency because of the large base. Since sidebands typically repeat to each side of the GMF, the next sideband away, approximately 50 Hz from 2xGMF1, is used when averaging the DGM sidebands.
Figure 76 presents a plot of the test data and DGM average sideband values around 2xGMF1. As can be seen, the trend for both test and model sidebands increases mostly upward, though a dip appears in the test data for chip 3. Still, the agreement is present and based on the trends seen here fault severity is detectable in the DGM using HWT. The dip in the test data at chip 3 may arise as a consequence of the high contact ratio where removing some tip can potentially somewhat improve the vibration and momentarily make the contact ratio nearly 2. In this scenario the disruption to the normal meshing pattern will still produce vibration, but the impact from the reduced tooth may lessen. The stiffness pattern used in the DGM and shown in Figure 22 of Chapter 2 has a small spike for chip 2 and a small dip for chip 3. Therefore the DGM fault models don’t transition without a disruption, although the upward trend of the DGM sideband average has some curvature between chips 1 and 4. The horizontal slices indicated on Figure 73 of the 100x400 resolution HWT are shown in Figure 77. The periodic impacts in this region can be seen in both test data and DGM with a similar trend, where the DGM has increasing peak magnitude with increasing chip size while the test data peaks grow for chips 1 and 2, decrease somewhat for chip 3, and increase again for chips 4 and 5. The take away conclusion is that sidebands around 2xGMF1 are a fault feature that can be used to evaluate chip size in test data as predicted by the DGM fault model. This is exactly the scenario proposed: DGM fault models processed with HWT and used to predict fault features.
**Figure 75.** Vertical slices of HWT contour plots at 2.4 seconds of healthy and increasing chip size for (a) selectively representative test data and (b) model results at 800x50 resolution.

**Figure 76.** Average sideband HWT coefficients around 2xGMF1 with increasing chip size for select test data and DGM results.
Figure 77. Horizontal slices of HWT contour plots at 1500 Hz of healthy and increasing chip size for (a) test data and (b) model results at 100x400 resolution.

The HWT differentials for the DGM with increasing chip severity are shown in Figure 78 to illustrate the time-frequency nature of the HWT and DGM analysis technique. Figures 78a through 78e show the increasing energy around the GMF multiples previously described in Figure 74 for one instant of time, but here across the entire speed profile. From this differential the signature of a chip, even a small chip from the tip of the gear tooth, emerges. The energy intensity seen below and above 3xGMF1 in chip 1 (Figure 78a) grows steadily with increasing chip size, especially above 2500 Hz, and becomes visible around GMF1 and 2xGMF1 in chip 3 (Figure 78c), larger in chip 4 (Figure 78d) and then obvious in chip 5 (Figure 78e). As mentioned in the analysis of Figure 74, sidebands are present even in Chip 1, though not visible in the differential contour plot here due to color-map resolution. Again, the purpose of these diagrams is to present the energy distribution due to the fault in both time and frequency allowing an observer to get an overall impression of the fault when presented as a contour plot. Pattern recognition algorithms, on the other hand, can use the differential coefficient values to identify fault patterns and evaluate their relative magnitude.
Figure 78. Contour plots of the HWT differential between healthy and increasing chip size model results. (a) chip 1, (b) chip 2, (c) chip 3, (d) chip 4, (e) chip 5 at 800x50 resolution. Gear mesh frequencies (GMF) and integer harmonics superimposed.
5. Future Work

Chapter 4 demonstrated that HWT can be used to extract features that characterize different DGM fault models and can assess fault severity in both test data and DGM results, all while operating at varying speeds. While all of the fault models, especially the missing tooth, root crack and spall, require significant development and refinement, the potential of using HWT and DGMs together to predict faults is clear. Areas for near-term further research include base model refinement to address high-frequency differences between experimental and model results and fault model development and improvements, including comparisons to more experiments with varied fault severity. Pattern recognition algorithms will be incorporated into the approach and used for blind gear fault assessment of experimental data, where the existence, type and severity of a gear fault are unknown to the analyst (but documented separately) to test the validity and ability of the approach.

The anticipated implementation of this technique is discussed here to layout the framework for future work. To use this condition monitoring technique on new machinery, a DGM is built with the minimum number of DOFs to represent the layout of the physical equipment including specific location and direction of installed accelerometers. Crucial mass, damping and stiffness parameters are measured, gathered, calculated, and developed. Initial model refinement is performed using data collected from the physical unit compared to simulated DGM results for the healthy operation. Model parameters are updated and adjusted to address issues such as choice of linear values and lumping allocation that best capture the physical behavior of non-linear components and features such as bearings and damping. Fault models are developed for anticipated fault types based on a variety of sources including first principles, experience with previous other equipment, and emerging modeling technology. The DGM with fault model types and severities are run using typical operating speed profiles and processed with HWT to identify fault features. Up to this point, the scenario described is the state of the current research presented in this paper. What follows is future work.

A pattern recognition algorithm will be used to develop fault feature libraries from the HWT processed DGM results. While the present research manually identified some possible features, pattern recognition
can process much more information to find features using multiple HWT resolutions, detect both frequency and time trends in the HWT. The DGM can operate in parallel with the machinery at the same load and speed, referred to as “co-simulation”, which is especially useful in equipment such as wind turbines whose load and speed may vary continuously. Since the lumped parameter DGM is computationally efficient and computer processing speeds continue to increase, multiple models with a variety of fault types will be able to be run in parallel, all processed with HWT and with fault traits matched by the pattern recognition algorithms. When suspected faults are detected, the severity of the fault models being run in parallel can be altered to evaluate the fault extent making failure prediction possible. The result of merging the “white box” approach of the DGM with the signal processing “black box” of the HWT and pattern recognition is a “grey box” approach to condition monitoring of gear sets that predicts failure, and therefore achieves prognosis.
6. Concluding remarks

This research demonstrates combining DGM and HWT to characterize the behavior of gear fault types and fault severity in non-stationary machinery with comparisons to experimental data, working towards creating a condition monitoring technique that predicts gear failure. The technique can use DGM simulated faults processed with HWT to match machinery speed and load. The DGM used in this research is especially useful because it has real physical meaning compared to the purely data-driven CM algorithms and has been experimentally validated using frequency and time comparisons. The DGM is capable of using a variety of easily modified and refined fault models. The proposed technique will benefit from the numerous researchers who continue to develop gear fault models. The proposed technique has the potential to replace the time and expense that data-based CM techniques require to build fault libraries. Solving the lumped-parameter DGM and processing with HWT are computationally efficient; so continued improvements in computer processor speed can be exploited for real-time parallel operation with machinery.

The value of this research includes the direct comparison of DGM results to experimental data frequency content, adding to the relatively scarce experimentally validated DGM research. A commercially available gearbox testbed is modeled so other researchers may replicate and build upon it. Spectrum comparisons are made to experimental data for DGM validation instead of the non-linear jump phenomenon which, while common, is a relatively circuitous means of model comparison. This research is unique in that it uses a multi-stage gearbox with high contact ratio gear sets in non-stationary operation and also investigates different fault type models with different severities comparing to real experimental data which is uncommon in existing research.

Future research is anticipated to use this CM technique to develop the fault libraries for use with pattern recognition algorithms and perform blind tests to demonstrate effectiveness. The prospects for running this technique continuously in parallel with machine operation will lead towards a CM technique that does not entirely rely on experiencing faults and enables prognosis.
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